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VOLUME TWENTY-SEVEN.
T W. ROYER, M. D.,

§ §§ §

JOSEPH S. K.RATZ,

Y.WEBER, M.D.,

Practising Physician,

Practising’ Physician,

HISTORICAL BUILDING, SWEDE AND
PENN STS., NORRISTOWN, PA.
607-8 Stephen Girard Building, 21 S. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. Telephone 3-55-Old.

TRAPPE, PA.
Office Hours: 7 to 9 a. m., and 6 to 8 p.m.
Bell ’Phone, 8-x.
11-28

jgDWIN S. NYt’E,

u ,

S. G, FINKB1NER,

Attorney-at-Law,

EYANSBUEO, Fa. Office H ours: Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
609 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Keystone ’Phone No. 280.
g A. KRUNEN, M. D.,
English and German.
6-9.

Homeopathic Physician,

OOLLEQEVILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9
a. m.; 0 to 8 p, m.

8. R. HORNING, M. D.,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBUBO, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

321 STfrEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN.
At Residence, Royersford, after 5 p. m.
Prompt attention given to all legal business.
Practices in State and United States Courts.
Bankruptcy.
1-10

Attorney-at-Law,

EO. W. ZIMMERMAN,

Gr

Attorney-at-Law,

826 SWEDE STREET, rooms 6 and 7, Fornance
Building, NORRISTOWN, PAr
At Residence, Collegeville, every evening.

j^AYNE R. LONGSTRETH,

Attorney-at-Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croier Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
Dong Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

J

H. HAMER, M. D.,

P. BALDWIN,

Attorney-at- Law,
Second Floor Shoemaker Building, Cor. Swede
and Airy Sts., Norristown, Pa.
All legal business attended to with prompt
ness ana accuracy. Consultations in English or
German.
Can be seen evenings at Ironbridge.
6jan.

J

H. ZIMMERMAN,

Justice of the Peace,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. LegalPapers, Bonds,
Deeds, Ac., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
sales a specialty.

Real Estate Broker,
AND CONYEYANCER.
Public Sales on Commission. LOANS, Fire
and Life Insurance, rent and incomes collected,
estates managed and general business agent.
Property of every description FOR SALE and
for rent. Bell Telephone, No. 7X. Address,
Collegeville, Montgomery Co., Pa.
12jy.

E

DWARDDAVID,
Painter and

Paper-Hanger,
OOLLEttEVILiLE, FA. 49-Samples of paper
always on hand.

JOHN S. HUNSICKER,

gDWARD E. LONG,
and Notary P ublio. Settlement of Estates a
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
Office : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp.Court House. Residence : North Corner
marshall & Stanbridge Streets, NORRIS
TOWN, PA.

ROYERSFORD, PA.
(Formerly Cashier of the National Bank of
Royersford, successor to David Springer.)
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE: Mu
tual and Stock Companies represented. Matur
ity of all policies written by Mr. Springer will
be carefully watched and cheerfully renewed at
established board rates. Special attention to
Life and Accident Insurance. Investments and
Loans. Notary Public.
10-3.

JOHN T. WAGNER,

JJARVEY JL. SHOJIO,

Attorney-at-Law,

ANDERS, M. D.,

Attorney-at- Law,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

'yyr

ACCEPT THETRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

Justice of the Peacp,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended to. Charges reasonable.

E

W. WEIKEL,

Justice of the Peace,

TRAPPE, PA.
Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
Claims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
charges.
20jan.

JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & Conveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
lence : Evansburg, Pa
18oe.

s ,

P. SPARE,

EXTRACTING,
PAINLESS
85 CENTS.
Onr Latest Improved Method.

Best Teeth, $5.00
Gold Crowns, 5.0 0
H igh Grade W ork O nly at
R easonable Prices.

TEETH WITHOUT PLATES.
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
28 W. Main-Street, Norristown, Pa.

Open 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Sundays : 10 a. m.
to 1 p. m.

That
Tired Feeling
Is a Common Spring Trouble.

It’s a sign that the blood is deficient
Contractor and Builder,
in
vitality, just as pimples and other
IRONBBIDGÈ;
FA.
• Homeopathic Physician,
Contracts
taken
for
the
construction
of
all
eruptions
are signs that the blood
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : Uatil kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention ished.
is
impure.
6aply..
jgiven ste ear, nose and chroat diseases. 23au.
It’s a warning, too, which only the
S. 1*0 LEY ,
hazardous fail to heed.
r y n . FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)

Contractor and Builder,

DENTIST,

TRAPPE, PA.
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

BOYERSl'OHD, PA. PraetUal Dentistry at
honest prices.

J^R. S. I>. CORNISH,

DENTIST,

F.

Contractor and Builder,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

J^R. B. F. PLAC%

S, KOONS,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.,

* ‘COR. MAIN AND DeKALB STREETS
NORRISTO WN, PA.
IRooms 803 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
‘Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.

^ j h e a p and Reliable Dentistry.

Dr, l $, Borneman,
‘209 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
rin active practice 20 years. The only place
»where Pure Laughing Gas is made a specialty
for the P a in l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 0 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or German Language spoken.

HOMESPUN
HEROISM
. . . . BY C. B. LEWIS
Copyright, 1902,
By the S. S. McClure Company
When Zeb Johnson, Farm er Jones’
hired man, came to the end of a row
«f corn, he took a seat on a stump to
think things over. He realized that
he couldn’t glean much consolation
from mere thinking, but a crisis was
to be faced.
The evening before, after having
courted Jennie Taylor, the daughter
of another farmer, for a year or more,
he had asked her to marry him and
had been refused. Zeb’s courting had
consisted of escorting Jennie to a
^Fourth of July celebration, a circus
And a cornhusking. The intervals had
.been filled in by w hat he called “sit
ting around” and declaring to himself
''that she was the sweetest and hand'somest girl in all the world.
^ There wasn’t the slightest doubt in
•his mind that he loved her, and he was
,,equally sure th a t he was loved in reiturn. I t was therefore with a feeling
:;of supreme confidence la the success
of his errand th at he had dropped Into
'Taylor’s and tried to keep his blushes
back and his feet on the floor as he
said:
“Jennie, I was ju st thinking th a t we
•ought to get married In the fall,” “Oh, you were?” she replied, looking
op at him.
“Yes. I couldn't love you any more
3f we was to court for five years.”
“Who’s been courting?”
“We have, of course, and I w ant to
•say”—
“Don’t say it,” she interrupted.. “I
'never even suspected you were court3ng. You’ve been hanging areund more
or less, but I supposed you came to
see father.”
“But I’ve been loving you for a whole
year and want you for my wife,” he
persisted, paling and shuffling his feet.
Miss Jennie was darning a hole in
the heel of one of her father’s socks.
She stopped her work as she said seri
ously:
“Zeb, I couldn’t marry a farmer. If
I can’t find my ideal, I shall never
marry a t all. I’m somewhat romantic,
you know, and I’d be perfectly miser
able if I married a plodder.”
“Do you mean th at you w ant to mar
ry some dude of a feller?” asked Zeb,
who had never heard of ideals or ro
mance.

L “iJo. of course not.

TRAPPE, PA*
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

P

Dentist,

W. WALTERS,

He must be

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished, work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills
Remove it, give new life, new cour
age, strength and animation.
They cleanse the blood and clear the
complexion.
Accept no substitute.
“ I felt tired all the time and could not
Bleep. After taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
a while I could sleep well and the tired
feeling had gone. This great medicine has
also cured me of scrofula.” Mss. C. M.
Boor, Gilead, Conn.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla promises to
pure and keeps the promise.

While Zeb was after the rope things
were happening in that little glade.
Three tramps who had broken Jail sis
miles away the previous evening were
in hiding, and Miss Jennie had wan
dered into fhe woods to study botany
13025674
and wonder when th at armored knight
would make his appearance. She was
Collegeville, Pa.
thinking of guerdons and lances and
Second door above squires and steeds when she confront
railroad.
ed the three tough specimens of hu
Finest grades of manity.
-cigars, ana tobacco • Their very first words nrnvod th .
always on hand.
they were not chevaliers. There was
Aotbing suave and gentle and cour
orave and gallant and save my life. teous about the way they ordered her
to sit down and keep her mouth, shut.
She had blundered upon them, and
they didn’t propose to let her go‘ and
give the alarm before they were ready
to- move on. W hat with their oaths,
their vile jokes and their threats she
bad a bad quarter of an hour of It,
and her knight came not.
Zeb Johnson did, however. He came
with slow step and downcast head, as
Is proper when a man Is going to hang
himself. He was thinking of Jennie
and wondering If it hurt much to hang
oneself. There was a tear in one eye
and a gleam of determination in the
other when he suddenly appeared be
fore the ragged, dirty trio and their
prisoner.
.The tramps might have bolted if they
had had a minute’s warning, but as it
was they had Jto fight. Zeb saw the
situation at a glance, and the light of
battle flamed up In his face. It is a
good thing to go out to hang oneself
and find a- scrap a t hand to postpone
matters.
I t was a fight th at uprooted bushes
and small trees and plowed furrows up
and down the glade, but at the end of
ZV.H SAW THH SITUATION AT A GLANCE.
You are a real good fellow, Zeb, but ten minutes Zeb was victor and had the
you are no hero. -I think Lucinda three on the earth under his feet. He
Jackson would make you a good wife. was still breathing hard and wiping
Don’t blame me, Zeb, and don’t get the blood off his nose when a gentle
desperate and jump off the barn. I voice walled out:
“Oh, Zeb, Zeb, suppose you hadn’t
know you want to talk for an hour or
two yet, but It wouldn’t do any good. come!”
“But I did come,” replied Zeb, “and I
Good night, Zeb.. The sooner you shine
up to Lucinda the quicker you can ask guess I’ve civen ’em a licking to last
a year. Where was th a t hero of
her to marry you.”
Zeb Johnson went home a stricken yours?”
“I—I don’t know.”
man. In a dim way he knew what
“Ought to have been around, hadn’t
Jennie sighed for. She was looking
for an armored knight to come along he?”
“Y-yes—th at Is, no. No; I don’t want
on a prancing coal black steed and kill
three or four villains and bear her off him."
“Anything happened?”
on his saddle. Zeb had no armor, no
“Yes. I’ve got all the hero I want,
coal black steed, no desire to kill. He
Zeb, I’m sorry, and If you w ant to get
was simply out of it.
He sat on the stump and thought married, and If”—
“Well, let me kick ’em a few times,
hard, but no consolation came to him.
The best thing he could get out of it and then I’ll go home with you and
was a grave under a willow tree, a ask the old folks w hat they think about
grave over which Jennie might come It. It was lucky I thought of playing
and weep when tired of waiting for her the fool and hanging myself."
knight.
P v C K le d t h e F r e n c h m a n .
“Yes, it shall be death,” said Zeb as
Sergeant Harry, who acted as usher
he -ros« from the stump. “I’m lop
shouldered, knee sprung and hump in the White House during Cleveland’s
backed, and I couldn’t be a hero If I second term, told this story: “I will
w as paid a hundred dollars a month. •never forget the message President
There’s nothing left but to hang my Cleveland sent to Secretary Olney one
night. I t was this way: There was an
self.”
He went to the barn, procured a rope eclipse of the moon th at night, and
and started for the woods. He had se President and Mrs. Cleveland were
lected the tree and the limb. In a little much Interested In watching it. ‘I
glade stood a white beech tree, and don’t believe Olney knows about It,’
there, amid the songs of birds and the said Mr. Cleveland', ‘and he will be
rustling leaves of the wild grape, the sorry to miss it.’ Then very quickly,.
rope should «.hoke the life out of him ‘Harry, go telephone Olney to look at
hnd his body should be left to swing the moon.’
“I went to the phone, and Olaey’s
in the summer hreeze. —^ -----—•

F. W. Sctaen’s

THE TRUTH.

tne tune of "Bringing in tne sneaves.”
chef or butler or something French an Ella Garrison, who was known to fame
swered. ‘The president sends word to as a child elocutionist, recited a poem
Mr. Secretary to look a t the moon,’ I bn Washington from Spellman’s Fourth
said. ‘To look a t vat?’ answered the Reader. There was a quartet by the
Frenchman. "The moon,’ I repeated. choir of the First M. E. church, and
‘Ze vat?’ again he asked. ‘Thè m-o-o-n,’ then the stage was cleared for the
I spelled, ‘the moon.’ I s ze presiden’ event of the afternoon.
In hies mind?’ ‘Yes; be tells Mr. Olney
Around the corner of the woodshed
to go look a t the moon. Give him the strolled Master Haskins in a gorgeous
president’s .message.’ ‘But vat for Iss Continental costume. A bag wig of
dat—to look at ze moon?’ I then said a cotton batting was surmonted by his
word or two and rang off.
Sunday hat of black felt, carefully pin
About an hour later the same butler ned Into an imitation of cocked headcalled us up and, with more density in gear, while he wore the patent leather
his tone than even before, said, ‘Mees- pumps that the previous June had been
taire Secretary desires to say to Mees- the admiration of all on the occasion
taire President zat he hass looked at of the annual school “commencement
ze moon, and he iss mooch obliged P ”
and exhibition.”
Fully conscious of his importance as
D id n ’t S u it W asliingrton*
a historical personage, Master George
Until the early part of the Jast cen strutted forward and In a childish
tury Milford, Conn., had a house in treble informed the audience th at this
which Washington was said to have was his birthday and th at great Joy
spent a night. I t was in 1789, when had been brought to bis heart through
Washington made a tour of New Eng the bestowal of many gifts. His joy
land. Tradition says th at there were was not in th at he valued the intrinsic
certain things about his stay at the
Milford tavern which he did not enjoy. fvorth of the offerings, but in tbe klndly
The supper set before him consisted of sentiments of the givers. This view of
boiled meat and potatoes. He was not the m atter was heartily applauded, and
pleased with the meal and asked for a then through the gate came Dan Smith,
bowl of bread and milk. The landlord Who had scorned the use of paper cam
brought the new order and a broken bric and had devised a costume that
was startling, if not historically cor
pewter spoon with which to eat it.
“Have you no better spoons than rect.
• Under his black cutaway coat he
this?” asked General Washington.
“It’s the best I have in the house, Sported a yellow vest, cut into squares
by red and green stripes and set off by
sir,” replied the host
a
massive brass watch chain and a
“Send me the servant” said his ex
cellency. “Here’s 2 shillings. Go to the flaming red necktie. His legs were In
minister’s and borrow a sliver spoon.” cased In a pair of blue bicycle knicker
Tradition does not add whether he bockers, the extremities being clothed
with a pair of white stockings, which
got the spoon or n o t
Danny McKeever of Harrison prompt
poOoOoOoOoOoQOoOoOoOoOoOof ly declared belonged to Dan’s Aunt
Mary. In default of patent leather
pumps a pair of brand new rubbers
glistened almost as effectively.
Pausing a moment to allow the rude
Harrisonlan laughter to subside, the
senior Washington approached his son
By Horton Arnold
and In a copy book speech bestowed up
on his hopeful offspring a toy hatchet.
Copyright, 1902,
A fter' this he retired to enable the
By the S. S. McClure Company
youngster to chop down the evergreen,
OoOoOoOodoQoOQoQoQoQoQoQoO which by courtesy was supposed to be
Ridgevale was all excitement, and so a fruit bearing tree.
Ail Ridgevale and the most of H ar
was Harrison, three miles dow n’the
North river road. Harrison, which took rison held its breath as the future hero
of the American' people raised his ax
to Itself airs and graces owing to the on high. With a swinging stroke he
fact th at it was on the railroad, while brought it down on the carefully mark
Ridgevale was n o t had had a celebra ed patch of bark, quite in accordance
tion in the morning, in which the town with Instructions. There was a ring
parade had merged with the procession ing crash, with a louder howl, and the
of a one ring circus that showed that hope of the Washingtons executed with
afternoon and evening. There had been great spirit an unrehearsed war dance
a “real” Goddess of Liberty robed in upon his, left foot only while he nursed
the stars and stripes, who had read the with one hand a bruised foot and
Declaration of Independence in the brandished with his other the remains
grove and had ridden on top of the of his hatchet.
lions’ den in the parade.
Harrison shouted and Ridgevale
The Harrisonites had never ceased Waxed Indignant A hurried examina
to crow over the good people of Ridge tion showed th at a bar of steel had
vale, and now Ridgevale was preparing been carefully placed under the bark
to take Its revepge. Harrison was in at the point indicated for the cut and
vited over to witness a Washington’s that this unexpected addition had caus
birthday celebration concerning which ed the breaking of the cheap hatchet
all facts were refused. But when Seth which in falling had bruised George’s
Haskins drove over to Burden’s grocery foot and effectually stopped the per
formance.
The visitors from Harrison departed
after much chaffing, which did little to
soothe the injured vanity of the Ridgevalians. The latter charged bad faith,
but could not locate the cUlprlt They
do say, though, at Burden’s store, that
Blanche Burden, in whom local pride
ran high, became engaged to Ray
Bronson, the Ridgevale blacksmith,
th a t evening. And Bronson declared It
was the first time he had ever forged a
wedding ring out of a bar of steel.

IDGEVALE’S
. . . TRAGEDY

T h e M u s ic a l G n a m ites.

the

S e n i o r Wa s h in g t o n b e s t o w e d u p o n
HIS OFFSPRING A TOY HATCHET.

store for the mailbag he loftily Inform
ed the crowd of loungers that Ridge
vale was preparing an intellectual treat
th at would cause such a commonplace
thing as a circus parade to resemble a
stranded minstrel troupe counting the
ties toward home.
The secret was pretty well kept, but
toward the end all g a rris o n knew that.
Gregory Kinsman, the schoolmaster,'
had written a little play to be perform
ed in the schoolhouse yard. George
Haskins, Seth’s youngest son, was to
impersonate the Father of His Country,
while Dan Smith was to be the elder
Washington.
For this reason they were not surpris
ed on the morning of the 22d when they
trooped into the schoolhouse yard to
find the benches and some extra chairs
arranged in rows in front of the build
ing. At the farther end the snow had
been shoveled from the frozen earth,
forming a sort of stage. Branches of
cut evergreens masked the bare brown
fence boards, and in the geometrical
center of the cleared rectangle a single
small evergreen was firmly planted.
Around the lower part of the tree a
band of bark, wired on, showed where
the shrub had been nearly chopped
through. It had been demonstrated
when the boys were over in Haskins’
lot for the evergreens that, with the toy
hatchet furnished young Haskins, the
demolition of the tree would require
something like an hour and a half.
This would have greatly retarded the
crispness of the performance. A piece
of white cloth fastened on the side far
thest from the audience showed the
little fellow where to make the initial
attack.
Most of the Ridgevale people had al
ready gathered in the inclosure when
the guests from Harrison began to ar
rive. But seats had been saved for the
visitors. When the last sleighload had
driven up, Kinsman, who was called
“professor” in Ridgevale and plain
“Greg” over in Harrison, opened the
proceedings with an oration which had
originally appeared as an editorial in
a New York paper two years before.
Silas Hopkins followed with an extem
poraneous address punctuated by “er”
and “as I was saying.” The First
Reader class sang an ode to Washing
ton composed by Kinsman and set to

The Guamites are a musical people.
The well to do own pianos and are fair
musicians. Others have organs, and
many, many more possess accordions.
They enjoy singing and are fond of
American popular songs. Their own
sougs are rather weird and mournful,
though always harmonious. At night
the voices rise In sharp, nasal tones,
singing the “novena,” a term applied
to nine days of special worship to some
particular saint. Novenas are ever In
evidence, for no sooner do they finish
with one than it is time for another to
begin; consequently “neighborhood
sings” are frequent
The accordions are pleasing to the
natives at their dances and fandangos
or weddings. These latter always oc
cur Thursday mornings at 4 o’clock.
The names are cried In the church
three times before the wedding. Wed
nesday evening there Is a social gath
ering of the families and friends of the
bride and bridegroom, with dancing
and refreshments. Guests accompany
the happy pair to the church, where
the priest unites them. Often there
are three or four weddings on the same
morning, and happiness reigns su
preme.—Independent.

JIM ’S <—
STRATAGEM
By Em ile L. Atherton

Copyright, 1902,
By the S. S. McClure Company
The installment house lay at the bot
tom of the trouble. Mrs. Mitchell,
yielding to seductive advertisements,
ifurnished the third story front and
found herself obliged to rent the room
to meet the weekly payments.
The roomer introduced himself as
Mr. James Pearley, entry clerk at the
Empire department store. His fellow
clerks called him dressy. Mrs. Mitchell
stood somewhat in awe of his frock
coat and silk h a t Mary pronounced
his taste in ties as “just lovely.” And
Jim Hollis? W hat he thought of Pearley
and what be said at times are not for
publication.
The circle of society in which the
Mitchells and Hollises moved did not
consider the formal announcement of
an engagement necessary, but that a
wedding would follow Jim’s years of
devotion to Mary none of their ac
quaintances doubted—th at is, until Mr.
Pearley rented the third story front.
She, of course, told him all about
Jim, but explained th at he had been a
friend of her father, covertly trying
to give the impression th at Jim was
nothing more to her than “a humble
friend.”
When Jim called one Sunday, Mary
had gone to church with Mr. Pearley.
He didn’t feel jealous exactly, just

§§§§

nurt ana aepressed. He realized that
he “looked clumsy” in his Sunday best
clothes, and his gloves were wet with
perspiration. He was aware that his
necktie was never just right, because
Mary always criticised i t It seemed
th at styles In these things changed
over night.
Jim regarded his work as very ordi
nary also. He was glad to know that
Hogan’s ship rigging firm considered
him their smartest man. The most dif
ficult and dangerous pieces of work
were his by right. This did not make
him look less like a fool In a high h at
and for that reason brought him no
nearer to Mary. It is doubtful If he
would ever have known how to solve
the problem If one of the dally papers
had not sent a reporter to write up the
rigger’s trade. Jim was dumfounded
a t the reporter’s admiration.
“Why,” he explained afterward,
“when I drapped down a halyard from

1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
more than usual, and the 'duke had
lost his temper and his head. Then
for the first time King William sus
pected the idea which from th at time
was never out of Duke Ernest’s mind,
th a t he ought to be the next kipg of
England should no male children sur
vive his brother, William IV. The
duke, rising, said: ‘Call in the suit. I
am proposing a toast. The king’s
health; God save the king.’ The
suit came in and drank it. Then the
duke said, ‘May I also, sir, propose
the next toast?’ ‘Name it, your grace,’
replied the king. ‘The king’s heir,’
proudly said the duke, ‘and God bless
him!’
“A dead silence followed. Then the
king, collecting all his energies and
wits, stood up and called out, ‘The
king’s heir; God bless her!’ Then,'
throwing the glass over his shoulder,1
he turned to his brother and exclaim
ed, ‘My crown came with a lass, and
my crown will go to a lass!* Every,
one noticed.that the duke did not drink”
the toast. He left the room abruptly.’1.
K O ttO S tO R O S tO ltO ttltO R O ttO ltO ie o R O N
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“Do you really think it could be ar
ranged?”
“Arranged? Of course it could.”
“Indeed; Nell, I think you might. It
won’t be half so hard to say good by
here as to see you in the mob a t the
pier. Papa, do tell her she must go I”
A gray haired man turned away
from a couple of reporters to whom he
had been insisting th at he was taking
his two daughters around the world
purely for rest and pleasure, and th at
he had nq,t the slightest Intention of
HE LED HER UP STALES.
the crosstrees to the deck, he grabbed starting a branch house a t Calcutta.
“Dear me, w hat is all this excite
hold of my hand and told me not to do
it again, that he’d got the idea, and he ment about? Who must go where?
didn’t want me to risk my life un Blanche, there goes another bunch of
necessarily. Say, I nearly fell down! American Beauties. I wager they are
And when I told him how much I made from one of those callow college boys.”
“Oh, bother the flowers!” exclaimed
in a good season he broke the point off
his pencil he was so astonished. ‘Why,’ a petite blond, hugging the arm of
he says, ‘that’s about double w hat a stately Nell Brome. “We w ant Nell
bookkeeper makes!’ I asked him what to stay on board with us as far as the
he pulled out of his trade, and he said pilotboat goes and then come back on
that. Do say she must!”
that forty was his limit.”
Mr. Humphreys smiled into the eyes
The conversation with the reporter
showed Jim relative values as applied of Nell Brome, but something he saw
to himself and Pearley, then he went there made his heart contract sudden
ly. He had seen th a t .heart hungry
to see Mary.
He found Mr. Pearley before him, look in her mother’s eyes years and
and Mary introduced them in her years before, and it had changed the
whole current of his life. But perhaps
grandest manner:
“I’m proud to make you acquainted it had been better after all. And that
with my friend Mr. Pearley." And then other Nell had never'know n w hat it
to Mr. .Pearley, “This is our old family cost him.
“Papa, for heaven’s sake, are you
friend, Jim Hollis, I told you about.”
Jim sat out the evening somehow, asleep? There goes the bugle!”
And the spoiled younger daughter
his mind apparently working double.
He heard dimly the flippant conversa hung convulsively on her friend’s arm.
The man spoke hastily as one roused
tion led by Mr. Pearley and a t times
tried to join in the topics which seem from a dream.
“Of course she shall go with us—to
ed to entertain Mary. But all the
While he was thinking how he could the ends of the earth, if she likes.”
outflank this “saffron colored counter Then in a gentler tone: “It can be eas
Jumper,” as he dubbed Pearley. I t was ily arranged, my dear girl. And th at
not until he rose to leave th at the in you may feel entirely comfortable in
spiration came to him. He recalled the m atter I’ll keep Hunter, too”—wav
his chat with the newspaper reporter ing his hand toward his confidential
find spoke firmly, so firmly th at Mary man—“and he shall escort you back."
He did not catch the grateful gleam
looked a bit astonished, then worried.
“I w ant to see you about something in Jack Hunter’s eyes.
“You are quite sure I con make It,
most particular tomorrow, Mary. Meet
me a t Grey’s drugstore by the soda Mr. Humphreys. I m ust not disap
point father. He will be expecting me
fountain. Don’t fail me.”
In a vague way Mary realized thati for lunch without faiL”
A silence fell over the group. Of
Mr. Pearley would have called for her ; 1
that this was another evidence of Jim ’s course they all understood. Arthur
lack of good manners, but she held h er]
peace. Something In Jim’s expression;
and a sudden memory of his patient
years of waiting made it impossible!
for her to refuse his request
The next morning Jim took Mary to!
the Empire department store. He made j
no explanations, but led her up stairs
to a point where they could see the ex-;
pert handlers of money make change i
and dispatch the cash carriers. A nd:
beyond these stood Pearley. He had
nis coat off and paper pinned around
tiis cuffs. His handkerchief was tuck
ed about his collar, and a woman with
a hard face was “slanging him,” as
Jim put i t ; When she left, a young
person with pale, pompadoured hair
and an indolent manner took up the
cry: “Say, Mr. Pearley, you’re a gem!
I guess you must be dabbling in love
from the bulls you make. This is the
third identical time you’ve brought me
up here this morning. Now, say, if
Mr. Moses hears of this, out you’ll go!”
Mr. Pearley did not answer, but wip
ed the perspiration from his strained
and worried brow with one hand while
he drove his pen with the other. Mary
was silent and f airly jumped when Jim
said: “Say, Mary, meet me at our docks
after supper tonight. We have a Span
ish bark to rig, and I’ll he through
about 8. You’ll come, won’t you?”
GIRLS HAD CLUNG TEAR
Mary nodded her head and looked THE HUMPHREY
FULLY TO NELL.
back a t Pearley, and when she turned
Reginald Blackmore, second son of Sir
Jim was gonq.
At 7:30 she was a t the appointed Roland Blackmore and manager of his
place. A full rigged ship lay a t the father’s ranches In the southwest, had
dock, Its hull dark In shadow, but Its. been visiting at the Brome home for
shrouds and rigging thrown into bold ten days, his third visit in twelve
relief by a searchlight. And there on months. Mr. Brome was a rich man
the crosstrees, balancing himself with; and ambitious. Arthur Reginald Blackdexterous grace, was Jim. He was more’s elder brother was at the Rivie
shouting orders a t the top of his voice.. ra for his health, and Arthur Reginald
And then Mary saw the well dressed himself was returning to the southwest
and much revered Mr. Hogan point hist and his ranches on the afternoon ex
cane at Jim and call out: “Say, Hollis,! presa
The vessel was gilding from the dock,
have you got th at mainsail halyard
and
the young people rushed to the rail
wove right in th at block? It looks!
enjoying the amazement on friendly
twisted from here.”
“All right, Mr. Hogan!” shouted Jim, faces a t sight of Nell still on board.
Mr. Humphreys was not looking a t the
“I did it myself.”
“That’s the boy for my money,” said’ crowd on the pier, but a t Jack Hunter,
studying him with the keen, calculat
Mr. Hogan as he moved away.
“And I think,” said Mary reflectively ing glance of a man of business, and
to herself, raising her straight little! yet In time his glance softened, and he
eyebrows and pursing out her cherry took the young man’s arm impulsively.
“Come along, Jack, and we’ll make
red lips—“I think he’s the boy for mine
too. He can’t wear a necktie right,! everything sure for your trip back to
but he don’t let any woman jaw hlm.”| New York. Girls, when you get through
And when Jim offered her his arm as waving those absurd flags and have
they walked away half an hour laterl wiped your eyes, go down to the saloon
she said timidly, “Jimmie, you’re my and see the flowers and fruit your ex
steady still, ain’t you?” And if the travagant admirers have sent you.”
But the two men did not turn right
policeman hadn’t turned his head the
in to see either the captain or the pilot.
other way he would have seen Jim They walked to a deserted corner of
kiss her.
J the boat as if by mutual consent, and
the elder man began sententlously:
T h r e e R o y a l T o a s t* ,
“Ever been out west, Jack?”
The “Greville Memoirs” tells this
“No, sir.”
story of King William IY. of England
“
Then you don’t know w hat grub
and the Duke' of Cumberland, his
brother: “During dinner loud voices staking is, do you?”
“I’ve a pretty fair idea, Mr. Hum
were heard, which soon became more phreys.”
vehement. Both brothers had drunk
“Well. Jack, mv lad. I think I ’ll grub

stake you in this deal. I believe m e
investment will pan out all right. ,If
you keep things running smoothly
While I’m gone, you’ll have an interest
in the concern when I come back.
That ought to put you on your mettle.”
Hunter tried to say something, but
the words-choked him. He looked his
gratitude.
“There, there. Don’t make promises.
Work. And I might as well be frank
mough to say that, while r like you, It's
for the girl. I knew her mother—years)
ago.” Then with a sudden change of!
manner and something th at bordered!
closely on a wink he added, "Now for
the pilot!”
*
*
•
*
*
*
*
The last farewells had been spoken.
The Humphrey girls had clung tear
fully to Nell as their last link with the
homeland which had become inex
plicably and suddenly dear to them,
then pushed her away with messages
and flowers, consigning her to the ten
der mercies of Jack, the pilot, and a
saucy little tug.
Nell and Jack had been sitting in thé
diminutive cabin talking of many,
things and thinking of but one when,
suddenly the girl glanced at her watch
and uttered an exclamation:
■“Where are we? I’m dreadfully
afraid we won’t get to town in time.”
She rushed on deck and gave a dis
mayed little cry.
“Why, we’re not going back to the
city at all. We’re still In the Narrows.
Jack, Jack, whatever shall I do? Mr.!
Blackmore will never forgive my rude
ness.”
Jack led her back Into the small
cabin safe from inquisitive eyes.
“Do you really care, Nell, whether
he ever does forgive you?”
Her hoqest eyes fell before his.
“Father—you know how he feels”— :
“What I w ant to know is how you
feel. Are you willing to wait? Oh,|
Nell, Mr. Humphreys Is going to do a ll
sorts of things for me If only you’ll 1
wait. This was his plan”—
He stopped guiltily, and Nell’s eyes
opened wide.
"Do you mean —Jack, Jack, you’re
not kidnaping me?”
“Gracious, no!” came the astonished!
reply. “We—I—you see—the captain!
of this tug and the pilot w ant to hang
round the harbor until they pick up an
incoming vessel. That’s only business,!
you know,” he added hastily. “It’s;
catching money coming and going,
don’t you see? And by the timé we do
catch a vessel I reckon the afternoon
express will be headed toward Pitts-,
burg; th at’s all.”
“Oh, Jack, you’re so clever!” This
in muffled tones, for Jack had followed'
up his advantage in true lover’s fash-,
ion.
He sighed even in his moment of;
happiness.
t •
"It Is only the first move. I'm afraid
that Arthur Reginald Is still in the
game.”
I t was dusk when a hansom stopped
before the Brome residence and a
somewhat nervous damsel was restor
ed to the bosom of her scandalized
parent. Jack insisted upon making the
explanation, and how w ell'h e did It
can best be judged from this extract
from a letter which followed Mr. Hum
phreys by the next mall:
The first move scored. Mr. Brome raises '
the embargo. I may call. I rather think
he was Impressed by the fact th a t a man
who will gamble a month’s salary on
bribing a tug pilot and captain to outwit
a rival has the right stuff In him to make
a financier.
A J o k e r A m o n g B ird s.

The bluejay is the most persistent
practical joker in the feathered king
dom. He will conceal himself in a
clump of leaves near the spot where
small birds are accustomed to gather,
and when they are enjoying them
selves in their own fashion will sud
denly frighten them almost to death
by screaming out like a hawk. Of,
course they scatter in every direction,
and when they do so the mischievous
rascal gives vent to a cackle th a t
sounds yery much like a laugh. If
he confined his pranks to such jolies
as this, however, he would not be such
a bad neighbor to birds smaller than
himself, but when he amuses himself
by breaking the eggs in their nests and
tearing the young to pieces with his
bill he becomes a pestilent nuisance,
and they often combine their forces to
drive him out of the neighborhood.
They do not always succeed, for he
is as full of fight as of mischief, but a
severe conflict teaches him th at they , 1
too, have their rights, and this in
duces him to mend his manners.
A T h e o r y A b o u t M an ’* B e a r d .

There is a theory favored by the dis
ciples of Darwin th a t the beard is
merely the survival of a primitive dec
oration. Man, according to this view,
was originally as hairy as the opossum
itself, but ns he rolled down the ages
he wore the hair off in patches by
sleeping on bis sides and sitting against
a tree. Of course the hair of the dog
is not Worn off In this way, but a great
theory Is not to be set aside by an ob
jection so trifling. By and by our an
cestors “awoke to the consciousness
th at they were patchy and spotty,”
and resolving to “live down” all hair
th at was not ornamental they with re
markable unanimity seem to have fixed
on the eyebrows, the mustache and—
unfortunately, as the self scrapers
mostly think—the beard as being all
th at was worth preserving of the prim
itive-covering.—English Magazine.
P r o s e a n d 'P o e t r y . .....

, Despite the noble work done by men
so various as Buskin and Stevenson,
P ater and Newman, one feels th a t the
full glory of prose, as a medium for
beauty, was not realized by them—is
not yet realized save by a few. Prose
Is not yet w ritten as frankly for its
own sake as poetry. I t ought to be.
Of course I do not mean that it ought
hot to be continued as a vehicle for
every kind of didactic purpose. But it
ought also to be used by those who
could well use it so for the expression
of merely lyrical feeling.
In modern English prose there are, it
is true, many lyrical passages, but they
are always sandwiched apologetically
In the midst of expository writing. The
only separate prose lyrics th a t I can re
call w ritten in English are translations
from another language, such as Mr. An
drew Lang’s translation from Theocri
tus. I recommend th at dear little book
as an Incentive to young w riters of
prose. I t will embolden them to be
merely lyrical, thus hastening the day
when writers of prose shall be as spe
cific and distinct a class as poets are
now.—London Academy.

■BSI

“With the steep sides of the F o r the I n d epen d en t .
It Saved His Leg.
mountains laid bare by the wood IN T E R E S T IN G L O C A L H IS T O R Y
MM
P. A. Danforth, of LaGrange, Ga-, suffer
IN R E L A T IO N T O S K IP P A C K
ed for six months with a frightful running
man’s ax and by fire, the rainfall is
sore on his lee ; but writes tnat Bucklen’s
T O W N S H IP .
concentrated in the streams im
Arnica Salve wholly cured it in five days.
The people of Skippack Township For Ulcers, Wounds, Piles, it’s the best salve
mediately and they are charged far
in the world. Cure guaranteed. Only 25c.
W IL L IA M S STO R S N E W S
w
beyond their capacity, the result are entitled to hold a bi-centennial Sold by Jos W. Culbert, druggist.
being frightful destruction of celebration this year, for the first
P u b lis h e d E v e r y T h u rs d a y .
property both agricultural and settlement in that locality was made
ft
P O L IT IC A L .
manufacturing, for these streams just two hundred years ago.
On February 22, 1702, Mathias J i O B ST A T E SEN A TO R
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N T @ . C O ., PA furnish the water power for many
cotton mills. It is estimated that Van Bebber secured from William
there is now along the banks of the Penn a patent for 6166 acres of land
William D. Heebner,
E. S. MOSER, EDITOR and PROPRIETOR.
streams in this locality 60,000 de along the Skippack Creek, and tfcis
OF LANSDALE.
ft
Subject to Republican rules.
veloped horsepower and potential he in turn sold to settlers, princi
power amounting to 1,000,000 horse pally Mennonites. These Menno-FOR#
power. The lands which comprise nites in 1725 built in Skippack the j p o a COUNTY C O H II1S S IO S E K §
TH U R S D A Y , M A Y 8, 1902.
In making your purchases at
the territory which it is the object second meeting house of their de- Daniel M, Anders,
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
of the bill now before Congress to nomi nation in America, the first
T t will be Pottstown’s turn next time.
OF LOWER PROVIDENCE. Subject to
experience enables the proprietor
purchase and set aside as a forest being that in Germantown.
the rules of the Republican party.
to know just what to buy, how
The earliest record of the sale of
reservation are now owned by
to buy, and how to sell the thou
M essrs. H olland, Fetterolf, and Kratz, might as well numerous private parties, perhaps any of Van Bebber’s land to a J V IN CEN T PO L E Y ,
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
kiss each other, mix their soda, make up, and be done with it. 1,000 in all and they can be pur settler is December 25, 1702, when
general store.
A R C H IT E C T ,
chased for a modern price, possibly Hendrick Pennypacker, of German
for $2.00 an acre. The bill pro town, bought a tract along the
BOYEKSFORD, PA.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
T he sentiment at present among the miners in the hard poses to appropriate $10,000,000 for Skippack Creek, about two miles Charges moderate. Correspondence solicited.
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
5-8-5mos.
GOODS, or in any department of
coal region of thte State indicates the imminence of an ex the purchase of these lands, $2,000- from the present village of Evans1
the big store on the corner you
burg.
He
at
once
occupied
the
000
of
which
shall
be
immediately
tensive strike.
will find what you want at the
V. H E Y K E R,
available. The purchasing shall be land and subsequently bought ad
•
T ra p p e , P a.
right price.
entirely in the hands of the Secre joining tracts, so that in the course Dealer in SCRAP METAL —Brass, Copper,
Ready-made Pantaloons and
R ea r ' Admiral W. T. Sampson, retired, died at his tary of Agriculture. Judging by of several years he was the owner Dead, Zinc and Œass ; also old papers and
A COMPLETE LINE OF NEW
Overshoes, and Freed’s
home in Washington, Monday afternoon. He was broken i n the returns from properly managed of 4000 , acres, being the, most in- rnbber.
5 Overalls,
Boots and Shoes are among the
European forests it is safe to' pre fluental citizen of that part of the Tinsmithingiài Machine Jobbing
health since the Spanish War.
specialties.
dict that eventually sufficient timber Province.
of all kinds promptly attended to. 1-80 i
and Glassware, Paints,
Hendrick Pannebecker was the
could be sold by the government to
tt Oil,Crockery
Putty, Hardware.
T he unanimous re-election of County Superintendent entirely reimburse it for the outlay ancestor of the Pennypacker family,
Gents’
Hoffecker, by the Directors of Montgomery county, Tues and the saving to the section may now numerous and prominent in
f t variety. Furnishlug Goods in
day, was an expression of appreciation due to the capable be estimated at $20,000,000 from Pennsylvania. He was born in
and Sprtageris Block,
-FOR—
efforts of a faithful public official in the realm of educational damage by floods and $20,000,000 in 1674, near Worms, in Germany, and
tt
fuel, by the use of water instead of came to Germantown in the last
work.
steam power. ’’ A bill providing years of the seventeenth century.
for the establishment of this re He was a surveyor, and after re
r I f one-half be true of the stories current in this country serve has been reported favorably moving to Skipjack his services
**
’
O O L IiE O E Y IIiL E , P A .
in relation to the inhuman cruelties practiced upon the to the House and a Similar measure were of great value to the settlers
ft
FO R
This will interest every person needing a f t
ft
Philipino insurgents by American soldiers, then Uncle Sam has been introduced in the Senate in establishing the bounds of their good
time piece.
ft
ft
should promptly hnd severely punish the barbarians: strip and is now in the Committee on lands and in laying out new roads
_ 17 jewel Elgin Nickel Case Watch, 18.50. f t
It is believed that he aided in sur
Forest Reservations etc.
f
t
the uniforms from them, and sentence them to long term s of
15 jewel Elgin James Boss 20 year case, &
The entire past week in the Sen veying the Skippack Road in 1713.
f
t
imprisonment.
$12.50.
’
ate has been occupied by Senators as well as Perkiomen and Skippack
— GO TO
Nickel Open CaBe American movement.
Rawlins, Carmack, Simmons and Township, in 1725. Judge Samuel
$3.50.
F rank G. H arris , who was elected State Treasurer last Teller with speeches in opposition W. Pennypacker also enumerates
No matter how little you may
November, took the oath of office at Harrisburg, Monday, to the Philippines Civil bill. The the following surveys made by
wish to pay, yon’ll get best value
Hendrick Pannebecker:
here.
Senate
Committee
on
Relations
with
succeeding Colonel James E. Barnett, of Washington. The
Fifty acres for the New Hanover
Cuba has summoned the officials of
— DEALER IN —
Our variety of JE W E L R Y Is
retiring State T reasurer turned over to his successor all the the
Lutheran
Church, in 1719; a road
always distinguished by reason of
Sugar Trust to testify before it
its scope, the beauty of designs, and
State securities, which were found to be correct, and showed as to the extent of the holdings of from Plymouth road northward to
the unequalled opportunity for
choosing. From every standpoint
a balance o f'fll,434,367.93 in the treasury, of which $7,808,- the Trust of Cuban sugar. No Perkiomen Creek, in 1722, this
it pays to buy of
677.80 is in the general fund.
I t is the ability to take advantage of what Is
action in regard to Cuban reci being still the main road between
before you that counts in the struggle for gain.
Norristown
and
Phoenixville;
---- A.ND----procity has been taken nor is there
Here are many golden opportunities in the way
of buying.
Not a bit
of
doubt
but that
you’ll
_
.
-.
___
-—
___you
road
from
the
Skippack
Road
to
the
any likelihood of action for some
get satisfaction in whatever you pick up here,
HOUSE FURNISHING
T he custodians of the public property of the borrough of time to come. The present pros K ing’s Road, in 1725; a road from
we promise you values which are worth taking
at the price.
Colebrookdale
Furnace
to
Poole’s
Norristown may feel encouraged to gild City Hall with gold pects are not as favorable for an
::: GOODS ::: JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
W A LL P A P E R .
when all the monthly orders for $350 each, for room refit, are early adjournment as they were a Forge, and thence to the great road
to Philadelphia, in 1726
to reduce this stock of goofs and’Intend the
1 6 E a s t M a i n S t . price
granted by the County Commissioners. While the sun shines short time ago and many of the leading
shall do it, particularly high-grade goods
road from the upper part of Salford
patterns and colorings that sold for and are
senators
do
not
believe
they
will
get
worth
25 to 86c. apiece. The price on them all is
upon a ruined eourt house and the builders of a new temple
Township to the “Great Road from
Opposite Public Square,
I now have the agency for the following
now 15c. Patterns that were 15 to 20c. are now
away from Washington until some Skippack,” in 1727; a road “ begin
well-known wheels at very low prices :
priced
at 10c. Wail paper for 5, 8, 7, and 8c. All
SPRING AND SUMMER
of justice, the taxpayers of Norristown should rejoice that time in July.
cost more maney. See the bargains and the
N O R R IS T O W N . P A .
ning at a beach tree near ye North
N IA G A R A , A T $15.00,
pretty room colorings.
DRESS GOODS, with laces
they have such a marvelously valuable City Hall.
No important measure has been Branch of Perkiomen,’.’ and “ pro
ID E A L , A T $18.00.
C
A
R
P
E
T
CLAIM
S
and
trimmings
to
delight
the
to ye great road called
IM
P E R IA L , AT $ 2 5 .0 0 .
passed in the House with the ex ceeding
Are easily made—but it takes the goods to
Skippack Road, about a run called
ladies s as well as Lawns,
R A M B L E R , AT $ 3 0 .0 0 .
back them up. We claim superiority in assort
Dr . D. M. L andis, of Perkasie, Bucks county, has an ception of the Omnibus Public Sacarass run,” in 1728; a road from
ment, patterns, varieties and colorings—and
Dimities and Ginghams, of
CLEV ELA N D , A T $ 3 0 .0 0 .
here are the goods to back up the claims. As to
Pawling’s * place to the
nounced that he is a candidate for the Republican nomination Building bill which was passed on Henry
prices—see for yourself, and then compare.
approved
patterns.
It
you
are in need of a wheel call and see
Tuesday and the agricultural bill church near Skippack, in 1734; a
my Spring Stock now ready.
C a r p e ts a n d O il C lo th s f o r 25 e.
for Congress from the Eighth D istrict to succeed Congress which passed yesterday. The survey of the glebe lands of St. M E R IT to win customers ; and
The yard that others ask more money for. I t ’s
James Church, Evansburg, in 1738;
P R IC E S to retain them.
man Wanger. If the Doctor, with persuasive eloquence, can former bill carries a total appropri and
G E N T S ' FURNI8HING
actually worth 30c., yet for a special we sell it at
suryeys of Franconia Town
25c. Carpet Department.
GOODS in full variety and
enlist the support of Editor Thomas of the Bristol Gazette, ation of $17,405,450 and practically ship and the manors of Springfield, Our Women’s $2 Shoes C o u cav e W a s h b o a r d , 25c.
Hats, Caps, Boots and Shoes.
he may succeed in working up a lively campaign in Buck's every state in the Union will re Manatawny and Perkasie.
the washer” and “saves the wash” is
Hendrick Pannebecker spent the 7 styles, are made from fine kid, lace and the“Saves
manufacturer’s
claim.
The
concave
shape
Special assortment of Wall
ceive
some
of
“the
pork”
The
qounty, and feel encouraged to make excursions to Mont
keeps the water in the centre. I t fits the posi
remainder of his long life in Skip- button, patent and kid tip, C to E widths.
Agricultural bill having been dis pack.
Paper in all the attractive
tion of the hand when using, and saves splash
He
died
there
in
1754.
gomery coiinty for the purpose of coaxing WSangerites to for posed of, the District of Columbia
ing. Has more rubbing surface.
styles.
One of Pannebecker’s plantations
T h e 1900 B a ll- B e a r in g W a s h in g
sake their idol. As matters stand the courageous Doctor’s bill was taken up, and the Omnibus was
Our
Women’s
$2
.5
0
Shoes
the scene of occurrences that
m a c h in e
case is rather hopeless from the start.
territorial bill will follow. This gave rise to a famous ghost story of are expressly made for us. Fine viel kid,
Greatest labor saver known. I t does the work
Groceries in choice and ex
the
eighteenth
century
that
was
every time. Sent on trial to your house. Drop
bill will accord statehood to Okla
published widely in America and Goodyear hand-sewed, and compare with a postal card. I t brings the inaohine.
tensive variety. Qualities and
any $3 shoe on the market.
homa and Indian Territory as one
prices right; margin close.
T he Census Bureau has issued a bulletin showing that state, and to Arizona and New Europe. The haunted farm was
along Society Run, about two miles
the United States is now nearly up to France as a silk pro Mexico. Delegate Flynn tells me northwest of Zieglersville. Ac - Women’s Oxford T ies—
ducing country. France claims to produce $122,000,000 me that he is certain the bill will be cording to the story as preserved
58 u u d 60 E a s t M a in S tr e e t,
Poultry netting, paints, oils,
by Judge Pennypacker, a daughter Fine kid and good patent leather, Such as
worth, while the United States produces $107,256,258 worth. passed by the House but he is not of
N O R R IS T O W N . PA.
ALL SIZES. Agbnt por
&c.; all sizes terra cotta pipe.
Frederick Reimer declared that feel safe to buy.
If the statistics had-been made up the same as for the census so sure what will be the outcome in she saw the apparition in 1738.
S3TTEW ROYAL SEWING MACHINES
The little girl and her sister, it
of 1890 the production of the United States would have about the Senate.
was
asserted,
conversed
with
the
Cyphers
Incubators and Brooders, American
All of the general appropriation “ghost” on a number of occasions
E. G. Brownback,
Field Fencing, Ell wood Lawn Fencing, Cold
equaled that of France and would have exceeded that of any
Water Paint for barns, fences, etc.
bills have now been reported with and discovered that his residence
TRAPPE, PA.
other nation. The leading States for silk manufacture are the
exception of the general de was in a grave in the vicinity,
Main Street, Near Depot,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York, Connecticut and ficiency bill and the total to date is where, he informed them, he could 6E. Main St. NORRISTOWN.
not
rest
comfortably
because
he
had
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Massachusetts. The greatest growth is noted ine Pennsyl $658,851,298. This amount is, of
u
died without paying a debt he
G a r d e n a n d F ie ld N eeds
vania, which from a position of comparative insignificance in course, subject to some change as owed to a woman of violent temper
ft
1A R D I N I E R E S !
o f A ll K in d s .
1880 has advanced to the second place. There are 121 estab some of the bills have not been in Germany. The woman had
ft
Y O U
C A N
B T J Y .— *— .
acted on by either the Senate or cursed him, and he was to have no
lishments in Pennsylvania, giving employment to 21,028
ft
rest
until
his
obligation
was
satis
This is the season for them and what
the House, either of which bodies
wage earners.
ft
fied. An apron which the ghost
ft
looks prettier on your porch than a
may modify them. The naval ap was said to have touched with his
ft
Py the Pound, Pint, Quart or f t
fine potted plant in a handsome jardi
propriation bill, which has just hand, burning it where he touched,
ft?
Gallon.
ft
niere ?
been reported to the House, carries was long preserved in the family.
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
For little money if you come to the
f
t
When they can be had for less than H P o u ltry W ir e ,
The Convention to elect nine delegates to represent an aggregate appropriation of $77,659,386 and provides for the con
RIGHT PLACE.
what manufacturers charge us, who
Montgomery county in the Republican State Convention at struction of two first-class battle
F en ce W ir e ,
would not have one ?
Harrisburg, June 11, transacted business in the Grand Opera ships, two armored cruisers and
ft
ft
They take up too much valuable
House, Norristown, Tuesday.. After the usual preliminary two gun boats and for the increase
room which we expect to make use of
ft
proceedings eleven candidates were nominated and the taking of the naval enlisted force by 3,000
STYLES XJF3 TO DATE.
to better advantage, and so compelled f t
men’
ft
of a tedious ballot followed, resulting in the election of the
H
arness
Repairs.
to
close
th
6
m
out
at
less
than
cost.
Apropos of the increase of the
ft
f t Finely Tailored.
following delegates, who received from 220 to 230 votes each : price
Perfect Fitting.
of beef by the Beef Trust the
f
t
------There are 5 Sizes, from 6 in. to 12 in.
J. M orris Clayton, Cheltenham; H arry B. Hey wood, Consho- President has determined to take
That s the kind of* Clothing we are offering at
NOW IS THE TIME
hocken; Charles Johnson, Norristown; A. P. Markley, drastic measures and has ordered
Prices 75c. to 98.00.
phenomenally low prices.
ft
Upper Hanover ; Geo. W. Leaman, Norristown ; H arry Morris, tfce fences on public lands, illegally To Sow Lawn Grass and White Clover Seeds,
were $1.25 to 85.00.
207 BRIDGE ST.,
Bridgeport, John Sinnott, Lower Alerion ; H. H. Weachter, erected by the Cattle Trust, torn to beautify your lawns ; sow Peas, Radish
ft
ft
Lansdale ; and John G. Prizer, of Schwenksville. * * * The down. Practically all of Tuesday’s and Lettuce Seeds; Plant Early Cabbage
f
t
J
e
w
e
le
r
and
Phoenixville, « Penna.
Cabinet meeting was devoted to the
specially interesting features of the Convention were: The consideration of this step and the and Lettuce; sow Sweet Peas ; and—
O ptician f t
’PHONE 12.
endorsement of General John W. Schall for Secretary of In outcome was the Executive order T h is is th e P la c e
ft
211 DnKALB STREET,
ft
J . P . S te tle r , M a n a g e r.
ft
ternal Affairs attached to the sweeping resolutions presented outlined. It is the belief of the
by I. P. -Knipe, Esq., and the supplementary and forceful President that the fencing of the TO GET THEM. We have a very large N O R R IS T O W N , P a.
of f r e s h g a r d e n s e e d s . Plenty
66-68 Main St., Norristown.
and fitting endorsement of Judge Samuel W. Pennypacker, government lands by the large stock
‘cattle companies, to the exclusion of of Vegetable Plants. If you do not have
of Philadelphia, for Governor of Pennsylvania, presented by the smaller ranchmen, is partially our price list, send for It, free.
F. G. Hobson, Esq., of this borough, Mr. Hobson acting in responsible for the increase in the
Mr. Fetterolf’s place as a delegate. E. E. Long, Esq., price of beef without a ! proportion
eloquently seconded Mr. Hobson’s, observations and the ate benefit to the farmer and he
To Reduce Our Immense Stock.
amendment and the resolutions were vigorously applauded hopes, by the means indicated, to
SEEDSMAN AND FLORIST,
afford
relief
both
to
the
consumers
and unanimously adopted, save a few dissenting voices. * * *
and the smaller ranchmen. There
I t was a Schall and Pennypacker Convention. * * * Toma are several delegations in Washing C0LLEGB7 ILLE, h « FAUNA.
hawks and scalping knives were out of sight.............The ton at this time trying to secure the
O U R S P E C IA L T Y .
We will sell you a
“Insurgents” were not wanting in discernment in discrimin passage of a law whereby the ranch tS T All orders by mall, and those left
S
o
lid
G
o
ld
e
u
-O
a
k
B
e
d
-ro
o
m
S
u
it,
7
pieces,
for
$25.
with
the
Collegeville
Bakers,
will
receive
men
may
rent
government
lands
for
ating in favor of Judge Pennypacker for Governor ; they can
Such a collection as well maintains the store’s Standard for Superior Variety.
4.3.
It consists of a Large Bureau with a 24x30 French plate pattern glass;
certainly better afford to be reasonably fair than unreason pasture purposes and fence them prompt attention.
What we urge is that you make it a matter of personal concern to closely examine
bedstead, 6 feet 2 inches high ; wa>hstand, 2 solid oak chairs and rocker to
without violating the law.
the exceptional character of this year’s display. We stand ready and eager for your keenest
match, and solid oak table with 24-inch top. This suit formerly sold for $30.
ably “yellow.” ---- - - Our awn Congressman, Mr. Wanger,
test from the dollar-and-cents standpoint. The hold that Royal Waists have in the hearts
The President has informally f t f t f t f t f t f t t t f t f t f t f t f t f t
G o -C a rts .— Last year’s patterns—former price $14. Will now go at $7 .
sees no unfavorable “handwriting on the wall” just now, the announced
those fond of beauty and utility is shown daily by the numbers of customers who say .
S of“ We
to Mr. Henry Clay Evans
Others as low as $3 50 that sold at $7.
will have nothing else but the Royal.”
incipient Yerkes boom notwithstanding.............Chairman that he will, in the near future, The
G o h le n -O a k S id e b o a r d s with a full swell front for $13. But few of f t
f
t
these
remain.
Freed has gathered efficiency and dignity with experience. tender to him the position of Con
F I R E W A L K I N G S K IR T S .
We have EVERYTHING IN FURNITURE, so come see our stock and be f t
......... If nominated, Judge Pennypacker will be elected sul-general to London, the place Farmers’
convinced it is the largest in Montgomery county, and that prices are lower than
We have the best reason to assert that there’s no such extensive and emphatic show
elsewhere.
Governor of Pennsylvania, and Montgomery county will help having become vacant through the Hotel
ing of elegance in all this land as here at $6.50. Fully fifteen styles at this one price,,
M a ttr e s s e s —
§ models of fashion ; examples of high-class fineness. Walking Skirts at $2.75, $3 75 $4 oo’
to swell the majority ; and all the people of the Valley of the death of William McKinley Osborne,
Is a good place to stop at when
*'
Cotton felt, with Art tick, Imperial edge, equal to any in the market, f t $4.50, $5 00 and $6.50.
cousin of the late President. The
when you visit Norristown. Ex
Perkiomen will glory in the victory !
for $10.
place carries a very lucrative
cellent accommodations at rea
P o rc h R o c k e rs—
sonable rates.
emolument and the appointment
The nice large size, with arms, $1.25. You will soon want a
WASHINGTON LETTER. amounted to $10,000,000 and that the will be entirely in accord with the
OF THE TAILOR-MADE ORDER. REFRESHINGLY POPULAR. Note this variety o r
R e f r ig e r a to r —
Steam
Heat
prices : $8.75, $9.75, $10.75, $11.25, $12.75 and four other prices to $21.75.
damage along the course of the President’s promise of a promotion
We have the largest and best stock we ever carried.
Catawba river alone had amounted to Mr. Evans.
Prom Our Regular Correspondent.
REMEMBER—I mean business and the goods will sell at prices quoted
Electric Light
Greatest Stock of applique trimmings we ever had.
as long as they last.
during July and August of last
The garden party planned by
W a s h in g to n , D . C ., M ay 1st, 1902.
Comfort and convenience in
Get
my
prices
before
going
elsewhere.
All
goods
guaranteed
•
Choice line of Children’s Lawn Caps..
year to $1,500,000. “This serious Mrs. Roosevelt for Tuesday was
every room In the big building,
as represented.
There is no more ardent advocate destruction of property,” continued necessarily transformed into an in
and
“square”
meals
three
times
of the establishment of the Appa
G o o d s d e liv e r e d fre e .
Keystone ’Phone 70.
the Senator, “ is the result of the door party because of the weather.
a day. Every effort made to
lachian Forest Reserve than Senator
please guests and make them
denuding of the mountain sides of The entertainment proved quite a
Special attention given to STO R A G E, Each party’s goods locked In
Pritchard of North Carolina. Speak their natural protection of timber,
feel at home.
separate room.
success, however, several hundred
ing on the subject yesterday the which has been cut, in most in guests being present. Miss Roose
Senator told me that in the year
stances, by persons living outside velt assisted her mother in re
1901 the damage which had resulted of the state, and who have ruth
8 0 and 82 Main Street,
N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
ceiving the guests who were pre
along the streams rising in the dis
lessly demolished the forests and sented by Colonel Bingham and Cor. Main & Barbadoes Sts.
’Phone 521.
trict which it is proposed to set
113 E. Main Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
213 and 215 DeKalb Street,
then moved to parts where there is Miss Hagner presided at the tea
aside as a. forest, reservation had more profit to be found.
*
table in the state dining-room.
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Worthy Watches.
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Special Prices

S U IT S :
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FURNISHINGS FOR MEN AND BOYS!

1
S

RQYERSFORD, Pi, [

I

m

i W. P. FEITON, I

§

1

-»:bicvcle$:s -

THE BIS STORE

GEO. F. CLAMER,

Looking tor Vaises.

HARDWARE

J. D. Sallade,

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,

- OUR AIM IS -

H. E. Elston,

H . L. NY CE.

Clover Seed!

Atlas M y - M M Faint I

i1
' I U f i x E S S , 8 C l o t h in g a a t S e l l s

COLLESEVILLE

8
i
1 Tiie N, H, Benjamin Co,, 1

G. L anz,

8

For Men, Boys

8

I

H o ra c e R im b y ,

FIRST-CLASS CLOTHING )g-

w

on

M e r it

Children.

IT t z e l ^

- Shirt W aists of M any Varieties.

CLEARING * SALE

FAMOUS BOYALi

For the Next Thirty Days

8
8

W O M E N ’S S P R IN G

J. T.EiTSER & BRfl„ Propiietom

C 3-TJS E Q O L P ,

S lJ IT S

BRENDLINGERS

NORRISTOWN, PA.

U n ited S tate s Juror.

C o w M ilk in g M a c h in e .

Captain H. H. Fetterolf, of this
borough, is listed as one of the
jurors from this county to do ser
vice as a member of the Grand
Jury in the United States Cour
Philadelphia on Monday, May 19.

There remain in these days of in
vention but few hand operations
which cannot be far better per
formed by machine. Even the milk
ing of cows is now doneby a vacuum
device, an Iowa man beingthe inven
tor and manufacturer. The apparatus
comprises a can provided' with an
air-pump by which the air in the
can may be exhausted to a certain
degree of rarefication, as indicated
by the vacuum-gage at the top pf
the can. A flexible tube is con
nected at one end with the can and
at the other end with the udder of
the cow by means of four teat cups.
As soon as a sufficient portion of the
air has been exhausted from the can
the teats are placed in the cups and
the stop cocks opened, which causes
the teats to be drawn inward, mak
ing an air-tight joint. The suction
then draws the milk through the
hose into the can. A pneumatic
ring in each cup prevents injury to
the cow and an outer adjustable
cylinder prevents the teat from be
ing drawn in top far. The lower
portion of each cup is glass, which
permits the operator to watch the
proper working of the device. The
pump and gage are arranged to be
easily applied to any milk can.

Annual M e e tin g of Insuran ce
C om pany.

indulging in the filthy weed,- he S P E N T $1.86 T O M A K E 4 C E N T S . jp C J B L I C S A L E O F
drew his conclusions on hear-say, From the Portland Argus (Dem.).
and hear-says are naught in courts
The annual meeting of the PerkiT E R M S — 9 1 .0 0 P E R Y E A R
of justice. Get down to the bottom , The statistics show that an in Pigs, Cows and Lambs !
omeii Valley Mutual Fire Insurance
::
IN A D V A N C E .
»
facts, prove you can prove them, crease in our trade with the Philip
Company was held at i^rkiomen
gg*
then go ahead, but start right and pines of four cents per capita of our l ö
Bridge hotel, Monday. The follow
fair.,
Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
ing managers were elected for the
population
cost
the
country
in
the
Thursday, May 8, 1902.
12,1902, a t Black Rock Hotel, 150
ensuing year: Henry W. Kratz,
It is proposed to have Memorial year 1900, for example, $1.86 per MAY
pigs, 12 good cows, and a few lambs from
D. Morgan Casselberry, John D.
Am ong th e F irem en .
Day services Sunday afternoon, capita; and this increase is almost Indiana county. Sale at 2 o’clock. Con
Saylor, Samuel E. Nyce, Henry R.
by
MURRAY MOORE.
C M liW U S E R V IC E S .
June 1, at Green Tree cemetery. entirely due to the presence of our ditions
A number of the firemen of this
C. U. Bean, clerk;
Gable, John C. Boorse, Abraham
B.
Witman
Dambly,
Esq.,
editor
of
borough
met
at
the
engine
and
St. J aines’ Episcopal, Evans burg : Key. A. J.
Longacre, Isaac H. Johnson, Henry
the Transcript, will deliver the troops who represent a fraction of
Barrow, rector. Services every. Sunday. Morn truck room Friday evening and
A. Cole, John S. Rahn, W. A.
» U B L IC S A L E O F
oration. This change was made to the home market. Profitable enter
ing at 10.80 o’clock. Afternoon at 8.30 o’clock. coupled the new leading hose re
Welker, Jacob G. Grimley, David
Sunday School at ¿.16 p. in.
Nathan R. Wamsher died at his accommodate the younger people prise this from the commercial point
cently received and put tne same in
H. Rudy. The newly elected home in Reading on Monday, aged who desired said change to be made.
FRESH COWS!
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal readiness for service. The hose is
of view, isn ’t it? And yet Uncle
managers organized by electing 70 years. Undertaker Bechtel will
of
excellent
quality
with
latest
im
Church, Oaks Station. Sunday services 10.46 a.
At the primary election held at Sam boasts, and with reason, that
Henry W. Kratz, President, A. D. receive the remains at Bridgeport,
m and 3.30 p. m. Sunday School 2.30 p. m. proved coupling device.
Fetterolf, Secretary, D. H. Rudy, Friday morning at 9 o ’clock. Ser Port Providence, Saturday evening, when it comes to a question of
Will be sold at publiesale, on MONDAY,
Holy Communion first Sunday in month.
treasurer. Orders were granted vices at Lower Providence Baptist 'Squire S. B. Sower, of Mont Clare, profitable trading he can beat all MAY 12, 1902, a t S. J. Loos’ Hotel, FairSpecial choral and catechism service last Sun
view Village, a car-load of fresh cows,
P h ilad elp hia M arke ts.
for the payment of fire losses church and cemetery at 10.30 and William Higganbotham were creation.
day in month at 3 p m. The Kev. T. P. Ege
direct from Western Pennsylvania. Also
elected
delegates
to
the
county
con
amounting
to
$4800,
and
an
assess
rector, residing in the rectory at Oaks Station
o’clock.
two stock bulls. These cows are of fair
Winter bran, $20.00a$21.00; timo
vention.
throughout the year, will be pleased to receive
ment
was
laid
of
$1.50
per
thousand
size and good shape, and are extra milk
thy
hay,
$16.00;
mixed,
$10.00a
calls for visitations or ministrations. Address
and butter producers. They will meet the
T H E G R E A T S A L T LAKE.
of insurance. The Company was
The Republican Club of Upper
wants of dairymen and farmers. Condi
Oaks Post Office. A cordial welcome is ex $13.50; roller flour, $3.40 to $3.90
From the Four-Track News.
From
Eagleville.
never in a more prosperous con
Providence
township
will
meet
in
tions: Sixty days credit with approved
wheat,
87a90c.;
corn,
65ic.;
oats
tended to all services and free seats are pro
dition, and now represents in
or one per cent, off for cash. Sale
their hall Tuesday evening, May 13,
It is said that the human body security,
vided.
51c.; beef cattle, 5 to 7c.; sheep.
_
Miss
Anna
Frantz
who
was
on
tbe
at 2 o’clock p. m.
surance upon property to the sick list is out again.
second
Tuesday
night
in
the
month.
21
to6}c.;
lambs,
6
to
7
|c
.;
hogs,
9;
cannot
sink
in
Great
Salt
Lake;
cer
J. B. TREISBACH.
Bower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
amount of $8,350,000.
A good attendance is desired. It
O. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30 toJOc.; fat cows, 3i to 4 ic .; veal
Miss Marie Furman and sister of is suggested the Club sell the prop tain it is that even the inexperi L. H. Ingram, auct. J. R. Weikel, clerk.
calves,
4
to
7}c.;
dressed
steers
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. O. E., 7
Norristown spent Sunday with Miss erty at Port and change the polling enced swimmer finds no difficulty
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
lO allc.; dressed cows, 8a9c.
IN H A R M O N IO U S P R O C E E D IN G S Florence Place.
tU B L I C S A L E O F
place or place of election at Mont in floating upon its waters. This
Lower Providence Baptist Church. PreachO F T O W N C O U N C IL .
Clare,
which,is
a
wise
suggestion.
Rev.
Lathrop
occupied
the
Bap
miniature
ocean
is
picturesquely
tng services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
FRESH COWS !
H o sp ital fo r th e Insane.
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Oourson, pastor. Bible
The members of the Town Council tist pulpit Sunday morning and But two citizens of Port attended situated among peaks of the Wasatch
At
the
monthly
meeting
of
the
the
primary
Saturday
evening,
and
sohool, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
of this borough entertain diverging evening.
the few who went up to Por4 from range, is 90 miles long by 40 'miles
evening at\ 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every Board of Trustees of the Norristow
Among the visitors on Sunday Perkiomen had to loaf around until wide, and is dotted by innumerable
views as to who should serve them
second Sunday evening at 7.30 ; Bible school, Insane Hospital Friday the con
Will be sold at publiesale, on WEDNES
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues tracts were awarded for two new
as presiding officer. This difference were Misses Merion Warren and voters from Mont Clare came down grassy islands. Boats for service DAY, MAY 14, 1902, at Baker’s Lamb
E d ito r S aylor in Tow n .
Mamfe
Alexander
of
Philadelphia
days at 7.80 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
Hotel, Trappe, 25 fresh cows and spring
boilers and for a refrigerating plant.
in. sufficient force to organize. Re on these briny waters have to be ers.
This is a lot of extra stock, consist
Editor Lewis R. Saylor, of the of opinion encouraged the use of and Mrs. Chas. Vanderslice.
member
the
second
Tuesday
night.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. Statistics of the institution : Male
ing
of Holstein, Durham, Jersey and
constructed especially for that pur
Blade, drove down from Pottstown pretty strong language at the regu
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Preaching every population, 1033; female, 1106; ex
May Place has whooping cough. May 13.
Guernsey
cows, weighing from 1100 to
pose, as a craft that would sink to 1400 pounds. Among the lot are cows that
Sunday at 10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Sunday School penses during April, $27,906 ; bills Tuesday afternoon behind a pair of lar meeting, Friday evening. The
Abel
A.
Lamkiu,
better
known
as
trotters.
He
was
-accompanied
by
will yield 22 quarts of milk per day. Gen
at 8.46 a. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting, paid, $13,000; cash on hand, $22,473.
existing imbroglio in borough gov
Dell Lamkin, of Mont Clare, was its water fine on the ocean would tlemen, come to my sale, as I have the
his wife and children. The editor
Suhday, at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. O. E. prayer meet
Items
From
Trappe.
ernment
dates
from
the
Council
ride
so
high
as
to
be
top-heavy
aQd
kind
of cows that will please you all. All
buried in tbe Green Tree cemetery
visited the sanctum of the I ndepen ing, Sunday, at 6.46 p. m. Congregational
cows delivered free. Sale at 2 o’clock,
A w ay W ith Loose Stones on the
prayer meeting, Wednesday, at 7.30 p. m. All
dens , during the absence of the meeting in April, wheD a resolution
F. W. Shalkop and F. B. RushoDg Saturday. Mr. Lamkin was a son- unsafe on Great Salt Lake. The Wednesday, May 14, 1902. Conditions by
are cordially invited to attend the services.
JOHN GRESS, Agt.
scribe. When the latter returned was adopted setting forth that there represented the borough of Trappe in-law of Thomas Bevan and had most paradoxical, fact relating to
Public Roads.
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz/clerk.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J. P. Rowland
Under a recent road law the to his den he found the following had been a mistake made in count at the Republican Convention at been complaining for several years. this body of water is that it is a sea
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching, month of May is set apart as one of copy in readiness for cold type: ing the votes cast for President at Norristown, Tuesday.
William Williams, known as But almost a mile above sea level.
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser those which supervisors are ex
U B L IC S A L E O F ¡85 L E B A N O N
“Bro. Moser: I think-the bell on the organization of Council in March;
Seanor and Tucker’s public sale ton, was stricken with a strange
vice, 7 p. m.
COUNTY AND 85
pected to devote especially to stone Trinity church is large enough to
that four memberiS, A. T. Allebach, of cows and shoats at Beckman’s malady while at work on the Epis
C
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H
.
Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe. Preach picking. Loose stones on the high
wake the dead.
'hotel, Monday, was well attended. copal church, Phoenixville. He be
Southern Ohio Cows!
ing next Sunday morning a t 10.15 and in thé ways have long been a menace to
“Observations coming down the Abram Tyson, Wm. Prizer and Fair prices ruled. Next sale, May 17. came blind, and wandered about From the New York World.
200
INDIANA COUNTY SHOATS.XND
evening at 7.30 o’clock.
travel and the law was passed in pike: In plowing one horse must Charles Conway “did actually cast
The most startling theory from a
and in an effort to get to
PIGS.
There is an epidemic of whooping aimlessly,
Trinity Church : Sunday—Sunday School at the interest of drivers who wish the always walk in the furrow. We their ballots for Abram T. Allebach
residence of ai daughter who a scientific standpoint is that the
cough among the children of the the
9 a. m., and preaching by Rov. Prof. W. A. nuisance abated. There is a penalty don’t propose to take that side. * *
fives near by the church, some
& :
Kline a t 10 o’clock; the Junior C. E.prayer for neglecting this duty of picking You can’t tell how many apples you for President,” and calling upon D. borough.
friends noticed his strange actions. breath of all animals of the cat Will he sold at publiesale, on MONDAY,
service at 2 p. m., and the Y. P. S. C. E. prayer stones, but it will not have to be en are going to have by the number of' H. Grubb to immediately vacate the
family
act
>
as
a
chloroform
to
all
Ethel Sipple had the misfortune He was taken to the hospital at
MAY IS, 1902, at Bean’s hotel, Schwenks
service at 7 o’clock.
forced if the supervisors are careful blossoms on the trees. * * College- office of President. Attached to the to fall while at school, Monday, and Phoenixville.
other species. The theory is ex ville, Pa., 25 Lebanon county and 25
Skippackville Church : Saturday, at 2.30 p.m.
Southern Ohio cows, most of them fresh,
to
perform
their
part.
ville is the nearest town to the place resolution were the affidavits of painfully cut her face.
preparatory services. Sunday—Sunday School
A cargo of Dagoes arrived in town plained in an article published some with calves by their sides on day of sale.
called heaven we ever saw and you Messrs. Allebach, Tyson, Prizer
at 8.30 o’clock ; preaching and the administra
Harry Longstreth, Miss Gruve, Thursday, and will make excava years ago in a scientific magazine Also some springers. These cows were
should be proud of it.”
tion of the sacrament of the Holy Communion
selected by Daniel Hoff and they are all
D ate Fixed For R epu b lican C o n 
and Conway, alleging that they had and Mrs. Harris, of Philadelphia, tions for new kilns at the Perki and preserved in a scrapbook by extra
fine stock-. Gentlemen, attend this
at 10 o’clock.
gressional Convention.
Though Brother Saylor magnifies each voted for A. T. Allebach for visited Isaac Longstreth and family omen Brick Yard.
Assistant District Attorney T. E. sale and get cows that will be profitable
on
Sunday.
as well as ornamental to your stock. Sale
The Republican conferrees of the the dimensions of Trinity’s bell, President. Upon the adoption of
The new locktender for Brower’s McIntyre, of Denver. The article a t 1 o’clock p. m. Also 200 Indiana Co.
Bucks and Montgomery district his supplementary observations and
Pupils
of
the
Pennypacker
school
Home and Abroad.
shoats
and pigs which will be sold at 12.45
Lock
took
possession
Friday.
the
resolution,
Mr.
Grubb
resigned
says:
met at the Bingham House, Phila compliment are none tbe less ap
p. m. Conditions bv
took their final examination under
as
President
and
was
succeeded.by
preciated.
Come
again
and
tarry
“A
recent
published
story
criti
delphia, Saturday, and agreed to
FRANK SCHWENK.
,Charley Taylor’s dog Driver,
Mr. Allebach, who reorganized the Superintendent Hoffecker at Mont
F. H. Peterman, auct. •
—I t’s one thing
designate June 16 as the date and longer.
Clare on Monday. TheTe is one- while taking a nap on the railroad cises the notion that a cat sucks
Standing
Committees
appointed
by
Quakertown as the place for hold
near the Taylor dwelling house was away a child’s breath. This is
the retiring officer. Mr. Grubb’s Senior and two Juniors. ’
—And then another
ing the Congressional Convention
T h e Annual C h u rch M ee tin g .
killed by the southbound local merely an expression, erroneous in j p U B L I C S A L E O F
prompt
resignation
failed
to
inau
Many
strangers
visited
the
old
freight train Saturday forenoon.
—That helps to make a little dis to nominate a candidate for Con
At the annual meeting of Trinity gurate an era of peace, and after ex Lutheran church, Sunday.
gress. Among the conferrees in
Rather a sudden change to the its form, of a physiological fact. All
cord in the music of life.
tended
reflection
the
gentleman
Church,
this
borough,
on
Saturday
Wagons and Harness!
attendance from this county was
Mr. Rushong visited Professor happy hunting grounds. “Empty the felidae possess poisonous
John G. Prizer, of Schwenksville last, the congregation by nicely named decided to withdraw his Reichenbach and family, of Skip- is the dog box, Driver’s killed by breaths, intended by nature to act At Grater’s Ford. 25 Choice Wagons.
—Absolute harmony seems
The nominating convention will be worded preamble, resolutions and resignation and turn back and de pack, Sunday.
tbe ky-ars. ”
as an anaesthetic on their prey. If 20 Sets of Harness by Lapp.
— To be unthinkable.
composed of 128 delegates from rising vote, gave a hearty express mand the privilege to again serve
On SATURDAY, MAY 17, at Carver’s
as
President,
which
decision
he
ion
of
its
very
high
appreciation
of
a person cares to experiment by in Hotel,
The
grain
is
growing
nicely,
and
The
school
directors
held
a
meet
Montgomery and 79 from Bucks
Grater’s Ford.' Will have a special
elder F. G. Hobson’s generosity in proceeded to enforce at the opening, ing
Monday evening. Routine the oats on the Brower farm is do haling, for instance, a cat’s breath, selection of rubber 'tire fallingtops, run
one for each election district.
a lot of our extra quality steel
his magnificient gift of the sweet- of the Council meeting Friday even- business was transacted. It is ing well.
— Jesse Miller of Allentown
he can easily realize the truth of abouts,
tire fallingtops, 3 surries, brick wagons,
He was ruled out of order by understood that ther present teachers•
toned bell which he recently had
'Visited friends in this borough,
At
the
morning
service
at
Green
and
market
wagons, spindle wagons, etc.
Body Found In a W e ll.
put into the belfry of the church at President Allebach, and the trans will be reappointed for another Tree church Rev. J. T. Meyers this statement. Carefully watch a Also a finé lot
Sunday.
of Lapp’s harness. Every
The body of Mrs. Kate Clemens his own charges, and which is now action of regular business followed. term.
cat
playing
with
a
mouse,
you
will
thing will be sold to the highest bidders.
preached.
Sale
at
2
o’clock
p. m., sharp.
was
found
in
a
well
in
the
rear
of
—A. D. Fetterolf and J. M.
doing such acceptable service for Later in the evening G. W. Yost
discover that the mouse does not
W. Howard Roberts died of con
W. H. Rosenberry Carriage Company.
•Zimmerman were the delegates from her residence in Lansdale on Thurs the church and community gener submitted a resolution embodying
John
Umstad
and
his
bride
at
/
J
this borough in Tuesday’s Con day evening. From the appearance ally. At this meeting, Isaiah H. the statement “that from a canvass sumption at the home of his parents, tended the church at Green Tree, suffer, but is sort of stupefied, as if 5-8-2t.
by chloroform. In the ‘Life of
vention at Norristown.
of the body it was probable that it Detwiler was re-elected elder for of the votes cast for President at the William and Elizabeth Roberts of Sunday.
jp U B L IC SA LE O F
bad been in the water for several three years, and M. T. Hunsicker March meeting it truly appears that this borough, Thursday, aged 40
Some people say chickens don’t Livingstone, written by himself, of
—An interesting chapter on local days. Mrs. Clemens resided alone and Jos. C. Landis deacons for the the following members voted for D. years. He lived in Philadelphia for
explorations
in
Africa,
he
states
history, relating particularly to in an out-of-the-way place and con same length of time. This same H. Grubb for President of Council many years and had been in failing pay. That’s a rhyme, but there’s
Wagons and Harness!
Skippack township, will be found sequently was not missed. Coroner church meeting, for the needed en v iz: D. H. Grubb, J. H. Custer, G: health for some time. In addition not only truth in it, but money, par- that once, when he was seized by a
ticularly when eggs will bring
•on the editorial page.
Kane is positive that Mrs. Clemens largement of its cemetery, ordered' W. Yost, and Charles Conway, and to the parents one brother, Eugene spring chickens, if placed under a lion and his arm bi'oken, the At Lansdale, WHIT MONDAY, MAY 19,
Roberts of Camden, N. J., survives.
crunching of the broken arm gave we sell choice of 200 wagons, 50 second
hand ; 75 sets of harness by Lapp. We
—J. V. Poley, the well-known death was due to an accident. The the purchase of Henry H. Fetterolf that the said D. H. Grubb was The funeral was held Tuesday at hen, or forty cents a dozen, put on
woman
was
evidently
engaged
in
him no pain, so benumbed were bis have the greatest selection of wagons in
legally
and
without
fraud
or
mis
of
a
tract
of
ground
contiguous
to
¡architect of Royersford, advertises
10 a. m., all services at the Lutheran the market. Eggs are a purely senses by the animal’s breath.
the state of Penna. Sale at 1.30 p. m.
washing
and
had
gone
to
the
well
to
take
elected
President
of
tbe
Coi
the
present
cemetery,
of
about
4}
h is card in another'column.
product and are indis
draw some water. The floor on acres, upon terms previously legeville Borough Council.” The church and cemetery; undertaker American
“A
cat
seeks
the
child,
its
soft
pensable to good housekeeping. bed, and the warmth of its body, 5-8-2t.W. H. Rosenberry Carriage Company.
: -—A. Benjamin Gouldy, of near which she stood gave way and she agreed upon by the said Henry H. resolution also called upon D. H. J. L. Bechtel in charge.
Jesse C. Davis, station agent at and lies down on the chest of the in
Providence Square,
who was fell into about ten feet of water and Fetterolf and tbe church consistory, Grubb to resume the chair as Presi
Mont Clare, has thirty Black MinIts weight impedes respir
¡seriously ill for over ¡three months, was drowned.
pending the approval of the con dent for the ensuing year. The
s t a t e n o t ic e .
FROM
OAKS.
orcas. February bis hens laid 284 fant.
Estate of Christian Moyer, late of
is slowly recovering.
ation, its breath anaesthetizes the
gregation: This approval, having resolution was defeated by a vote of
eggs;
March
547
eggs;
April
604
Providence, Montgomery county,
George Decker, of near Barber eggs. During the months of March child, and’death follows. This cir Upper
been unanimously given, tbe pur four to three: Ayes—Messrs. Yost,
G arw ood S u nd ay School.
deceased. Letters testamentary on the
—The annual festival in the
ton, Ohio, is visiting his friends in and April he sold twenty-four dol cumstance has actually occurred, above
Grubb,
and
Custer.
Nays—Alle
chase
will
be
at
once
consummated,
estate having been granted the un
At a recent meeting of the Gar and conveyance made. No doubt bach, Tyson, Prizer, and Conway the East, and as he has a large cir
-Episcopal grove, Evansburg,' will
and medical records conclusively dersigned, all persons indebted to said
be held on Saturday, June 14; a wood Union Sunday School, Upper the newly acquired grounds will Appended to the resolution was the cle of friends to call on, will remain lars ’ worth of eggs. The first vege prove it. ’’
estate are requested to make immediate
payment, and those having legal claims,
week earlier than the date hereto Providence, the following officers with much promptitude be put in affidavit of G. W. Yost, affirming East for some length of time. While tables in market command the high
to present the same without delay to
est price, and to have chickens that
were elected to serve the ensuing good shape for said, cemetery pur
fore announced.
he and his niece, who is Lewis lay eggs when eggs are scarce are
that
in
the
discharge
of
his
duties
DAVIS R. MOYER, Phcenixville, Pa.
TATEM ENT OF
year: Superintendent, Joseph H, poses.
D. No. 1.
as teller at the March meeting he Roland’s wife of Allentown, were on the kind of hens to keep. There’s
P. WILLIARD, TREASURER OF R.JOHN
—Miss Laura
Halteman, of Fegley ; assistant superintendent
S. HUNSICKER, Iroabridge,Pa.
BOROUGH OF TRAPPE, PA , FOR
found two tickets in bis own hand their way from Albanus Roland’s to something in knowing how to keep
Philadelphia, was the guest of Mr. B. F. Groff ; lady assistant, Mrs. Hi
Executors.
YEAR ENDING MARCH 8, 1902.
writing for D. H. Grubb, one of Oaks, Mr. Decker lost his pocket- chickens, and the care taken of
Or.
their
attorney, A. R. Place, Norris
S u p e rin te n d en t H o ffec ke r
and Mrs. A. M. Halteman on Sun S. Yeager ; secretary, Miss Cora
DEBTOR.
book.
The
pocketbook
contained
as
which
had
been
deposited
by
him
town,
Pa.
4-17-6t.
day.
them will doubly' repay any one for
Reed ; assistant, Miss Sara Ander
amt. duplicate, $1276 59
R e -E le c te d .
self and the other by Charles Con far as he can remember several one their trouble. The Black Minorcas Total
Penalty,
5 41—$1282 00
son*;
treasurer,
Davis
Garber
abatements, 52 55
—A tract of ground to be used librarian, Milton Reed ; assistant.
The School Directors of Mont way. The resolution was also ac dollar bills, a two dollar bill, and a do not get broodie and do not want Deduct
s t a t e n o t ic e .
“ Collector’s fees, 26 89
for dwellings for the firm’s em Miss Edna Rambo; organist, Miss gomery county met in th e ‘court companied by a statement signed by smaller coin with several papers, to set, but lay, lay is their song,
“ unpaid taxes, 92 37- - 171 81
Estate of Catharine Nace, deceased',
1110 19
late of the township of Upper Fro ridence.
ployes has beèn purchased by RosaGrossmiller ; assistants, Misses house, Norristown, at 10 o ’clock Councilmen Yost, CuSter, Grubb, amounting to about ten dollars. The the live long day. Davis will sell a Received from duplicate,
*
*
last
years
balance,
249
23
Letters testamentary on the above estate
papers bear his name. Any one setting of eggs for forty cents.
Stanley 6 . Flagg & Co., at Potts- Bertha Reed and Susie Garber Monday morning and unanimously and ex-Councilman H. L. Saylor"
outstanding taxes,
110 72
having been granted to the undersigned,
County Treasurer,
finding said pocketbook can com
town.
228 00
all persons indebted to the said estate are
chorister, Mrs. H. S. Yeager ; as re-elected Superintendent R. F averring that at the meeting on municate
>
Tr
*
*
State
Treasurer,
07
with “Nick of .Oaks,” and
Hoffecker* for another term. The Monday evening, March 3, the bal
Horace Boyer met with a painful
requested to make payment, and those
** sale of old lumber,
50
—The ladies of the Evansburg M. sistant, Miss Lizzie Missimer ; jan «alary was fixed the same as hereto lot box into which the tickets were he no doubt will be suitably re accident Saturday. While getting
having claims to present the same, with
“
interest on deposit,
19 03
** Traction Company, 4433 33
out delay, to
E. church will hold a strawberry itor, James Fryer ; trustees, James fore, $2500 a year. Mr. Hoffecker deposited was placed upon the table warded.
off
the
manure
spreader
he'
slipped
*
*
Thirty-year
loan,
10000
00—
$16151
07
REUBEN E. NACE, Executor,
Bean,
William
Kulp,
and
Benjamin
festival on Saturday evening, June
“
within
reach
and
directly
under
CREDIT.
Royersford.
A. H. Brower has contracted to and to save himself lay hold of a
F. Garber.
The Sunday school made a speech in which he stated
7.
Or to his attorneys, Wagner and Williams,
surveying,
$260 75
opened for the season last Sunday that he was the only County Super the eyes of A. T. Allebach, Judge, build the River Road from Pe.rki- sharp portion of the machinery, cut Paid“ forassistance
for
surveyor
Royersford
and
Norristown.
4-3.
68
53
intendent of the State that had been and that the tickets as they were omeu Station to the Gresh mansion, a bad gash in the fleshy part of his
—Struck by a passenger train, afternoon.
“ Street Commissioner,
56 08
read
and
laid
upon
the
table
were
“
labor
on
streets.
elected
for
nine
consecutive
terms.
hand
near
the
wrist.
Seven
stitches
172
12
Harry Fox, of Pottstown, was
located “down by the river side,”
“ Printing,
49 25
He then gave an interesting talk on under the eyes of said judge, who near the mouth of Perkiomen creek. were required to bind the parts to
s t a t e n o t ic e .
severely injured.
“ Iron pipe and castings, 292 34
Roses for R ent.
Estate of Edward Brownback, late
“ Terra cotta pipes,
the progress in the schools since later announced the result of the
gether. Sewing up a fellow’s flesh
166 09
“
Lumber
and
stone,
of
the
borough of Trappe, Montgomery
35
85
Willie Hood was married Wednes is not very pleasant, we know.
—Fire, started by children play
On Sunday, June 8, the,. Tulpe 1878. When Mr. Hoffecker was ballot and the election of D. H.
M Clerk of Court filing
county,
Pa., deceased. Letters of admin
in g with matches, destroyed a hocken Reformed church, frequently elected in 1878 there, were 338 Qrubb. ” Following the defeat of the day of last week and the boys gave
statement,
2 00
istration on the above- estate having been
“ Interest on loan,
An up-country fisherman caught
192 00
¡smithy, a dwelling and a half-dozen called Leinbach’s, situated a short schools. At present the number resolution a warm discussion some him a cljivvarie.
granted the undersigned, all persons in
“ State tax,
19 00
a carp in the Perkiomen creek
debted to said estate are requested to
¡stables at Lewistown, the losses distance from Stoucbsburg, Berks has increased to 628. The average what increased the temperature of
•* Award and costs in
A daughter was born to Mr. and measuring thirty-two inches.
make immediatee payment, and those hav
Nice
case,
849
36
•aggregating $13,000.
county, will pay 157 red roses ah number of months taught in a year the hall. Charles Conway declared Mrs. Herbert Campbell,

S T H E INDEPENDENT H

DEATHS.

Thomas Garber died on Monday,
of general debility, at the residence
of his son John Garber' in Philadel
phia, aged 73 years. The deceased
formerly resided at Trappe. The re
mains will ; reach Collegeville
station, Friday morning. Services
at tbe new Evangelical church,
Trappe, at 10.45. Interment at the
Evangelical cemetery; undertaker
J. L. Bechtel in charge.
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Y . W . C . T. U .

"The regular meeting of the Yerkes
’Y. W. C. T. U. will be held on
Saturday evening, May 10, at the
residence of Mr. D. S. Raudenbush.
All are welcome.
R em oving C ounty O ffices.

The work of removing the county
offices from the Court house to City
•Hall, Norristown, has been in pro
gress since last Saturday. About
a week will be required to complete
"the transfer of office fixtures and
.^public documents.
D e m o cratic Congressional
C onvention.

The conferrees of the Democratic
party of Bucks and Montgomery
counties met at Lansdale, Friday.
The time for holding a convention
for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Congress was fixed
for Tuesday, August 12th, qt 11
a. m., at the Democratic Committee
room, Doylestown.
M A T R IM O N Y .

.

May 3, at Mt. Kirk, Eagleville,
Pa., by Rev. C. R. Broadhead, Mr.
Chester C. Bossert, of Oaks, and
Miss Vista B. Schaeffer, of Yerkes,
both of Montgomery county.
April 30, 1902, by Rev. J. T.
Myers, of Oaks, Mr. William Carver
Hoed, of Oaks, and Miss Eleanor
¡Brown, of Phoenixville, Pa.

April 29th, at 2505 North 18th
street, Philadelphia, by Rev. J. H.
Hendricks, D. D., Mr. Arthur R.
Hart and Miss Elizabeth B., eldest
daughter of C------- a Fischer who
was for a number .of years on the
editorial staff of the Skippackville
Neutralist.

157 years’ rent to the descendants
of Casper Wistar, who, a century
and a half ago was a brass button
manufacturer of Philadelphia. By
a deed dated December 10, 1745
Wistar conveyed a traet of 100
acres of land to the trustees of the
church, upon condition that they
“are to have and to hold the prop
erty under the proportionable part
of the proprietary ground rent ac
cruing, to be one red rose annu
ally. ” There is no record that the
rent was ever paid, and recently it
was decided to pay the rent to date.
Descendanfs of Casper Wistar from
Philadelphia will attend the ser
vices and receive the roses. The
occasion will be a most interesting
one, and will attract a large con
gregation.
Prize D ebate.

G ra te fu l A c k n o w le d g e m e n t.

Through the medium of the I n 
dependent the pastor of the Evansb.urg M. E- church, for himself and
the membership, d.esires to con
vey tp the promotors, patrons and
talent of the musical and literary
entertainment recently given in the
church, most grateful acknowledge
ment—first to Mrs. Cballen aided
by Mrs. Campbellfor securing such
excellent talent ; secondly to the
talent
itself — embracing
Mr.
Cballen and Miss Thompson of
Evansburg; tbe Messrs Gotwals,
Evans and Jones and Miss Gotwals
of Norristown; Misses Bower and
Hunsicker of Collegeville; Misses
Sipple and Walters of Trappe and,
last but not least, Marion Grater,
the pretty little four-year-old tot
who, on that occasion, made her
first bow to . the public, so cutely
and gracefully. The entertainment
was a rich treat and greatly en
joyed by the large and appreciative
audience who applauded to the echp
each succeeding number of tbe ex
cellent program; The receipts were
$23.10

The first annual prize debate of
the Schaff Literary Society of
Ursinus College was held in Bomberger Memorial Ball, last Friday
evening. The subject of the de
bate was, Resolved, That the Dingley • Tariff with its reciprocity
features should be at once replaced
by a tariff “for revenue only. ” The
affirmative speakers were: Walter
E. Hoffsommer, ’03, Henry Graber
’03, and Oscar D. Brown back, ’04.
The negative speakers were: C.
Grove Haines, ’03, Nevin F. Gutshali, ’03, and Elliot Frederick, ’04.
The speeches in rebuttal were made
by W. E. Hoffsommer, affirmative,
and C. Grove Haines, negative.
The judges decided in favor of the
negative. The first prize of fifteen
dollars, was awarded C. Grove
Haines, the second prize of ten
dollars, Nevin F. Gutsball, and the
third prize of five dollars, Elliot
Frederick. The Judges
were:
Mayne' R. Longstreth, Esq., of
Philadelphia, Rev. E. S. Bromer,
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
Lebanon, and Irvin C. Williams
Esq., of Royersford. Several.cornet with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they can
solos were rendered by Mr. Jacob not reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is
M. Stick.
blood or constitutional disease, and in or

Fought For His Life.

‘ My father and sister botb died of Con
sumption,” writes J T. Weatherwax, of
Wyandotte, Mich., “ and I was -aved from
tile same irigh ful fate only by Dr. King’s
‘New Discovery. An attack of Pneumonia
left an obstinate tough ami very severe lung
trouble, which an excellent doctor could
not help, but a few months’ use of this won
derful medicine made ms as well as ever and
I gained much in weight ” Infa'ltble for
Coughs, Colds, and all Throat and Lung
trouble Trial bottles free. Guaranteed
b-iUles 50 cents and $1.00 at Culbert’s drug
Were.

were 7 9-10. Now the term is
9 16-100 months. At that time the
number of teachers employed were
•184 males and 157 females. The
teachers now employed qre 171males and 455 females. The average
salary of the male teacher was
$43.25, while the female received
$36.70. At present the males are
paid $53.58, while the females re
ceive $40.84. Twenty-four years
ago there were 10,530 male and
8,980 female pupils in the county
schools. At present there are 12,724 males and 12,460 females. The
average daily attendance is 17,506
against 11,760 in 1878.

Shudders at His Past.

“I recall now with horror,” says Mail
Carrier Burnett Manfl, of T.evanna, O., “ my
three years of suficri ng from Kidney trouble.
I was hardly ever free, from dull aches or
acute pains in my back. To stoop or lift
mail sack made me groan. I -felt tired,
worn out, about ready to give up, when I
began to use Electric Bitters, but six bottles
Completely cured me and made me feel like
&new man.” They’re unrivaled to regulate
Stomach, Liver, Kidneys and Bowels. Per
fect satisfaction guaranteed by Joseph W.
Culbert, druggist. Only 50 cents.

der to care it you must take internal reme
dies. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, and acts directly on the blood and muous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is not a
quack medicine It was prescribed by
one of the-best physicians in this country for
years, and is a regular prescription. It is
composed of the best tonics known, com
bined with the best blood purifiers’, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The per
fect combination of the two ingredients is
what produces such wonderful results In
curing catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
~ .J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, price 76c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best. .

emphatically that he had voted for
Abram Allebach for President and
not for D. H. Grubb, and a .posi
tively different view was maintained
by Messrs. Grubb and Yost; and
this difference continues. During
the progress of the routine business
Friday evening, Mr. Yost claimed
to be heard as chairman of the street
and road committee, under tbe ap
pointment of the former President,
Mr. Grubb. He was ruled out of
order and Mr. Tyson made a report
as chairman of said committee. Just
when and at what point peace will
be restored, or what is going to
happen next, the future must de
termine.

Jottings From Limerick
Square and Vicinity.
McKalip’s sale at Kline’s hotel
Was well attended and good prices
were realized.
John
Borckey,
representing
Schwenk, Slaymaker & Hershey, of
Philadelphia, visited our merchants
Monday morning.
Mrs.-Hagner, wife of the pastor,
conducted very acceptably .the C.
E. services in the U. E. church,
Sunday evening.
Sunday School at St. James’
Lutheran church next Sunday
morning at 9 o ’clock, and preaching
at 10 by Rev. N. F. Schmidt, pastor.
All cordially invited.
Misses Rambo, Kline, and Bean,
spent Thursday in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Edward Tyson returned
home Saturday evening after spend
ing a week with her parents in
Philadelphia.
Levi Bucher,, and old and re
spected citizen of this vicinity, is
critically ill.
T. D. Kline attended the recent
commencement exercises at the
Baltimore Medical College, where
his nephew, T. A. Kurr, graduated
with honors. Mr. Kurr accompanied
his uncle home, spent a few days
here and then left for his home at
Rehersburg, Berks county.
Old Soldier’s Experience.

M. M. Austin, a civil war veteran, of Win

Chester, Ind., writes : “ My wife was 6lck a

long time in spite of good doctor’a treat
ment, but was wholly cured by Dr. King’s
New Life Pills, which worked wonders for
her health.” They always do. Try them.
Only 25c. at Jos. W. Culbert’s drug store.

Friday was a beautiful day, and
as it .was the last Friday in the
month, look out for beautiful days
all tbe month.
Our contractors are busy at the
present time. Mr. Greger, in addi
tion to the contracts through the
country, has the carpentering work
at the Perkiomen Brick Plant.
Boileau and Son are busy, and have
contracts in and around Valley
Forge and Port Kennedy.
The
building of the. new bridge at Port
Kennedy has delayed them very
much in their work.
Your Port Providence corres
pondent propounds a question very
easily answered, whether “Nick of
Oaks” would vote for Judge Pennypacker if nominated for Governor.
Would he, even if he voted on age ?
Will he be nominated ? I don’t see
why the locality should affect the
nomination. There’s no better man
in the State, and we would vote for
him with a free good will, knowing
we did our duty in an honorable,
manly way. He was a soldier, and
his regiment covered themselves all
over with glory at Gettysburg. I
attended school with him, but that
butter’s no parsnips. , His father
was an old line Whig, our family
physician, and I carry the finest
trade-mark on my arm, placed there
when I was a boy to prevent con
tracting small-pox.
We hope be
will receive the nomination.
The songs of birds, blossoms,
‘swallows aflyin ’ ” in tbe air, proves
Spring in all its .beauty is here.
Salter, Rodgers and Meeser, after
being salted down have been resur
rected from the brine.
“ The ability to confess errors,
.and to resolve to correct them, is
the true test of manliness,”
What a fuss over the Philippines.
If it was that there were not two
sides to questions, we’d strain our
liver pad, and bust our chest pro
tector, crying out against this
Neroism, that is said to prevail in
our Insular possessions. Didn’t
we lick the owners of the island,
then gave them twenty million dol
lars for the privilege. All that was
taken in at tne gates and everything
in the jack pot, and “can’t we do as
we please on them islands ?” Well,
I guess yes.
An eminent Philadelphia divine
accuses the ladies of smoking cigarrettes. Though he never saw ladies

44 Lewis Royer case,
ing legal claims to present the same with
400 00
44 Jno. Jones for grading
out delay to
E. G. BROWNBACK,
and hauling,
____
188 20
Administrator.
J. Office rent, fuel A light, 10 00
Or
his
attorney,
Geo. W. Zimmerman,.
“ . Salaries and audit,
74 00
Norristown, Pa.
3 27.
44 Grading and macada
mizing,
13079 50—$15415 07
The chapel adjoining the Soldiers’
Balance.
$736 00
o b b e n t .
Orphans’ School, Chester Springs,
with Albertson Trust Company
A desirable house. Conveniently
was destroyed by fire Sunday night. Deposit
as sinking fund,
$400 00. located
in Trappe. Apply to
This was the old Revolutionary
We, the underiigned auditors have examined 3-13
P. D. WILLIARD.
the above account and found correct to the best
building. Should have been kept of
our belief.
intact.
HARVEY B. TYSON, ^.Auditors.
o b sa le.
W. RAMBO,
We bad the pleasure of meeting Attest—E. GEO.
Twofallingtopcarriages—end springs
G. Brownback, Clerk.
5-1

Blue bells are in bloom. Plenty
of them along the mouth of the
Perkiomen.

F

the news gatherer of the Republi
can, Phoenixville, Monday, Mr.
Rossiter.
The wheat on the Joseph Fitzwater farm is splendid, about on a
par with the wheat on the Joseph
C. Brower farm.
M. I. Davis can g e t aro u n d some,
but must use a caDe. Goes h ard
w ith a man who has been u sed to
being about all th e time.
S H E ’S A F IG H T E R A T 81.

From the Indianapolis. News.

Mrs. Susan Ann Payne, 81 years
old, gave John Ritchey a severe
drubbing recently because he irri
tated her. Mr. Ritchey is an ablebodied man. Mrs. Payne is six
feet tall, weighs 190 pounds, and,
in spite of her advanced age, is hale
and hearty. She was given a jail
sentence of twelve days. She made
the statement that she could whip
any ten men in. town.
S U B S C R IP T IO N P A ID T O
M AR CH 2002.

The Huntsville (Mo.) Herald,
whose plant was burned the other
day, says: “An old subscriber to
the Herald, and a dear friend of
ours who is all wool and a yard
wide, has handed us $100. on sub
scription to the Herald, saying:
“ Take it; I give it freely. It will
assist you in paying for your new
plant.’ Well, it filled our hearts so
full of joy that it was several
minutes, it seemed, before we could
say ‘Thank you.’ This $100 pays
our good friend’s subscription to
March 14, 2002. We do not expect
to live that long, of course, neither
does our friend, but the Herald
may.

F

and side-bar—in good condition. Will be
sold cheap. Apply to L. H. INGRAM or
at Fry’s Hotel, Collegeville, Pal
5-8-2t.

O T IC E T O

N '

ICE CONSUMERS.

o b sa le

F

.

A lot of condemned telephone poles
I have arranged to • deliver pure ice to between Evansburg and Fairview Village.
consumers in Collegeville and Trappe dur Will be sold cheap. Apply to
ing the entire season of 1902. Daily trips
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
will be made with ice wagon in charge of
Walter Bean. Favor him with your order
when he calls at your residence or busi
OK SALE.
ness place.
About 800 sheaves of clean cornfod5-1.
N. B. KEYSER.
der. Apply to
JOEL HARLEY,
5-l-2t.
■ Near Trappe.

F*

ANTED.
A man to drive a 3-horse team.
W
Good wages. Apply at THIS OFFICE.
OARD W ANTED.

B*
Couple want board on farm for sum
mer where there are no other boarders.

F<O AK

SA LE.

fallingtop carriage, as good as
new. Apply to
,
A. H. GOTTSHALK,
3-6-lm.
Collegeville, Pa.

F

o b

sa le

.

Convenient to station. Terms must be
A horse and carriage. The horse is 5
reasonable. ‘
F. W. S..
old, was sired by a Red Wilkes with
1018 Farragut Terrace, W. Phila., Pa. years
a record of 2.27, and is broken to single
5-1.
ahd double harness. Ap|>l^ at
5-l-3t.
ÌIS OFFICE.
■ ^yA N T E D .
an elderly
jlO K S A L E .
man or stout hoy. No dairy. Address,
Eggs for hatching from the two best
JESSE BEYER,
R. D. No. 2.
Norristown, Pa. breeds—White Wyandotts and Buff Leg
horns.
Apply to
4-24.
JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,
3-6.
Evansburg, Pa.

I

ARE YOU L00KII& F Ten pairs (boar and sow) Registered
Improved Yorkshire Pigs, from 6 to 7
o b

sa le

.

For an investment in Real Estate, Busi
ness or Stocks ? Have you anything in
that line for Sale 1 Call- and see me, or
write. Send for Bulletin, sent free.

months old ; and a number of half-breeds,
same age. Also Golden Lad (reg.) Jersey
Bull, 2 yrs.- old, imported. Apply to
S. S. ZOLLERS,
T H O N . B . EV A N S,
Manager Little Meadows Farms,
N orristown , P a.
5-l-4t.
Collegeville, Pa.

5-8.

F

o r

sa le

.

cr

IO L L E G K V IL L E N E W S S T A N D
A well-made, easy-riding, one-seated
Daily and Sunday papers, periodicals,
phaeton, in good order. Apply at
raaga-ines, etc., for sale. Orders for books,
5-1.
THIS OFFICE.
papers, reading material, etc., taken,
promptly supplied. Segars, tobacco, pipes,
&c. Candies in variety. Fruit in season.
served by carrier through CollegeDead Animals Removed Papers
ville.
JOHN H. BARTMAN,
10-17-3m.
Newsdealer.

&

FREE

of

CHARGE.

Highest Price Paid

I will remove dead animals, such as
For United States Copper Cents
horses, cows, hogs, etc., on short notice, and
and Half Cents. 20 page price list of U.S.
by the most Improved methods.
Coin, 10 cents.
A. J. WILSON,
R. K. IDLER, Agt.,
MONT CLARE, PA.
3-20-3m.
265 S. llth St., Phil’a, Pa.
Keystone ’Phone, No. 123.
3-20 3m.

RAILROADS.

Sponges,
Chamois,

P hiladelphia &
R ea d in g R ailw ay
A V e r y V a lu a b le P h o s p h a tic F e r t i
l i z e r a n d R i c l i ' l n L i m e . , . / ., v

IN EFFECT NO 7EMBER 17,1901.
Trains Leave Collegeville.

P E N N S Y L V A N I A F A R M E R S 80K,E
8ET W O R L D ’S P A C E .

DROPS.
and Spices always in stock
CORN CUBE, DrugsTOOTHACHE

THOMAS SLAG.

Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke

Toilet Articles,
Tooth Powder,

MACARONI WHEATS.

Save Your Poultry by Using Dr. Hess’ Pan-a-ce-a.

Thomas slag, also known as phosphatic slag, basic slag, odorless phos
F or P bbkiomek J unction , Bridgeport phate and Thomas phosphate powder,
a n d P hiladelphia —Week days—6.86. 8.12
11.80 a. m.; 6.59 p. m. Sundays—6.89 js a byproduct In the manufacture of
steel from phosphatic ores by the basic
u. m.; 6.13 p. m.
For Allentown —Week days—7.14,10.05 or Thomas process, In which phospho
a. m.; 8.19, 6 35, p. m. Sundays—8.80 a. rus is eliminated from the pig iron by
m.; 7.39-p. m.
means of a basic (rich In lime) lining to
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the bessemer converters and by adding
Trains For Collegeville.
lime to the molten pig iron. The slag
Leave P hiladelphia —Week days—6.04, Is therefore rich in lime—about 15 per
8.58 a. m.; 1.36, 5.21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 cent In the free state and 40 per cent
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
Leave Bridgeport —Week days —6.41, combined with other substances.
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45
The phosphoric acid contents of the
CONTRACTOR FOR
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
product as found In the market are
Leave P erkiomen J unction—Week days
very
variable,
ranging
from
10
to
20
—6 58, 9.50 a. m.; 2.40, 6.18, p. m. Sun
per cent of phosphoric acid. In good
days—8.04 a. m.; 7.17 p. m.
L eave Allentown — Week days—4.25, slag 80 per cent of this phosphoric acid
б. 50,9.45 a. m.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday—4.85 should be available, as shown by the
a. ra.; 4.35 p. m.
chemical methods of determining
availability.
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
Basic slag is not suited to the manu
IN EFFECT MARCH 20, 1902.
facture of superphosphates and is
In Steam, Hot
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf therefore generally used without any
Water, and
treatment
except
fine
grinding.
Pur
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
Hot Air.
chasers
of
slag
should
Insist
on
its
be
Weekdays—Express, 9.00,10.45 a. m , (1.00
Saturdays only) 2.00, 4 00, 5.00 7.15 p. m. ing very finely ground, as the value of
Accommodation, 8 00 a in., 5 15 p. m. Sun the material depends largely on Its fine
Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
days—Express, 9.00,10.00 a. m., 7.15 p. m. ness.
Branches.
Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune Ranges,^
Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., 5.00 p. m.
Many of the stations have examined
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays— the product, and a number of them Cottage Boilers, Gas and Gasoline Engines; Rider,
and Errics8on’s Hot Air Pumping Engines.
Express, 7 35, 9 00, 10.15 a. •m , 2.50, 5.30,
7.30 p. m. Accommodation, 6 25 a. m., 8 50 have experimented with it as a ferti
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
p. m. Sundays—Express, 10 15 a. m., 4.80 lizer. These experiments have shown it
5.30, 7.30 p. m Accommodation, 7.15 a. m. to be a very valuable phosphatic fer
4.05 p. m.
tilizer and on account of its high per M A I N
S T ., C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A ,
Parlor cars on all express trains.
centage of lime especially suited to use
LEAVE PHILADELPHIA.
on acid soils and those rich in organic
For Cape May and Ocean City—Weekdays matter. It would not be wise to use it
8 45 a. m., 4 15 p. m. Sundays—Chestnut freely on poor sandy soils deficient in
Street 8.45, South Street 8 30 a m.
organic matter.
New York and Atlantic City Express,
Slag appears to be especially suited
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 9.40 a. m.
UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND THOUSAND TO
to leguminous crops. Six hundred to a
3.40 p. in. .
Leave Atlantic City—Weekdays —8.30 a.m. thousand pounds per acre is considered
SELECT FROM i
2.15 p. m.
a liberal dressing. I t should not be
Detailed time tables at ticket offices.
mixed with ammonium sulphate before
We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers.
W. A. GARRETT,
EDSON J. WEEKS,
use, since its high percentage of free
80FT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. lime is likely to cause a loss of ammo
nia by volatilization. Mixtures of the
STIFF HATS, $1.00 to $2.50.
slag with other salts, such as muriate
BOYS HATS and CAPS, 25c. and 50c.
of potash and nitrate of soda, cake
badly and are difficult to handle and
distribute uniformly.
263 High St., Pottstown.
38 Main St., Norristown.
A l f a l f a In N ew J e r s e y .
According to Professor Voorhes of
New Jer'sey, the successful establish
N O R R IS T O W N , F A .
ment of alfalfa requires—
First, th at the surface soil shall be
(C . HENRY FISH ER’S OLD STAND.)
well supplied with the mineral ele
ments, lime phosphoric ad d and pot
We bring Philadelphia an d its best Clothing Store to yo u r very door
Every facility for executing first ash; second, th at during the early
class cemetery work. All designs, ii growth of the crop the weeds should
This is How:
be frequently cut; third, th at the crops
should be harvested preferably Just be
You pay excursion railroad or trolley fare. Come to our
fore the plants are In blossom.
store; buy your Clothes, your boy’s, your girl’s, your wife’s..
The crop Is well adapted for soiling
Orders promptly filled. You will and for hay. The average yield of
Same price to everybody. Show your railroad ticket for
fcave from 5 to 10 per cent, in mak
Ins your selections at the WEST green forage per acre for three years,
fare
'paid. W e pay you exactly its cost if you buy a certain
Including the first year, was 18.27 tons,
END MARBLE WORKS.
amount.
How much? Can’t tell—depends upon^our carfare.
equivalent to 4.57 tons of hay. The
yield the third year from five cuttings
was 26.6 tons of green forage, equiva
lent to 6.65 tons of hay, costing $3.69
PROPRIETORS,
per ton.
Oak H all
A feeding experiment showed that
Outfitters to
Sixth and M arket Sts.,
the protein in alfalfa hay could be suc
cessfully and profitably substituted in
Men, Women, Boys and Girls
Philadelphia
NORRISTOWN, PA.
a ration for dairy cows for th at con
tained in wheat bran and dried brew
ers’ grains and for this purpose is
FRANK W. SHALK0P, worth $11.16 per ton when compared
with the wheat bran and dried brewers'
grain a t $17 per ton.
(Successor to Johft S. Kepler,)
The use of alfalfa hay reduces the ne
cessity for th e purchase of protein
feeds.

P r in c ip a l V a r ie t ie s a n d R e g i o n , to
W h ic h T h e y A r e A d a p te d .

Culbert’s : Drug : Store,
Geo. F. Clamer,

Heating
Apparatus

ummer

W EST E N D

T R A C E Y , th e H a tte r ,

Marble andGranite Works

Carfare to Philadelphia

Marble and Granite

Lattimore & Fox,

W anam aker & Brown

702«* 7 0 4 W. Marshall St.

Undertaker «* Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA .

-:-

W e t So ils A r e Co ld .

Orange Judd Farmer declares winter
wheat in a sensitive condition. Corre
spondents report the winter unfavora
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, ble In Texas. Similar condition exists
an undertaker of many years’ experience, In Arkansas, In Tennessee and Ken
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to tucky. In Ohio two-thirds of the coun
serve them.
ties report the winter unfavorable.
Will meet trains at all Stations, Or- Michigan has bad ample snow protec
derg received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2 tion. in Indiana and Illinois the situa
tion' is doubtful. Kansas makes a far
better showing, and Nebraska has an
^IVERY AND
other story. In the latter state the
acreage Is the largest on record and the
prospect declared as good as ever
BOARDING STABLES
known. Conditions on the Pacific coast
r
are almost entirely favorable except an
unimportant section of southern Cali
fornia.

TEAMS TO HIRE
A t all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
or carriage to any destination desired.
HORMIS ÇCIPPING every weekday.
f S f Contracts for moving goods and
heavy hauling taken.
IST1Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
for sale a t reasonable prices.
From Mill to Yard.
HENRY YO ST, JR.
All our Lumber is purchased direct from
the manufacturer, and we are able to make
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M. estimates in any sized contract that will
save you money. You can find in our yard
the largest assortment of

Building: Material

When in Norristown, Pa.,
St o p a t t h e

R A M B 0 H O U SE,

CORN PLANTERS, PLOW R E PA IR S. No crop is beyond harvesting
when there is an ADRIANCE R E A PE R and BINDER on the ground.
It will cut, elevate and bind grain in any condition. It is built to meet
every requirement and will meet it satisfactorily. Get an Adriance
Reaper and Binder and you’ll always be ready for harvest. The Adriance
Mowers are at the head of the list of all Mowers in the market. They are
strong, easy running, and always reliable and ready to do first-class work.
THE PLYMOUTH BINDER TW INE makes more bands than any other
twine made. By using it you will avoid the waste of time and the loss of
money often caused by inferior twine.
Swift-Sure Fertilizers. For
full particulars as to above, named machinery, etc., call on or ad'dress tbe
undersigned Agent for tbe same.

H. F. GEIST, Oaks, Fa.

in this country, from tbe coarsest Timber to
fine Finishing Lumber. Shingles, etc.

W. H. GRISTOCK'S SONS

FARMERS,

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,

T a k e N o tic e !

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo—

- COLLEGEVILLE -

First-class Accommodations for Han
and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.

CARRIAGE WORKS!

Both English and German spoken.

T H E ONLY GENUINE

C E R E A L IN E
F E E D

——oOo----

CAN BE HAD OF

P. K. G ab le, P ro p rie to r.
HAVING ASSUMED CHARGE OF THE

SO Y E A R S *
E X P E R IE N C E

Patents
t r a d e M arks
D esign s
C opyrig hts A c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
qnickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

S c ie n tific A m e r ic a n .

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir.
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms. $3 a
■■iVsisi r JPOJJ*’*18» Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
& Co.36,Br°»<h«v- New York
Branch Office, 625 F St„ Washington, D. C*

G E

MOWERS, REAPERS AND BINDERS! HAY
RAKES, SPRINGTOOTH HARROWS!
SYRACUSE PLOWS, ROLLERS!

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Blacksmith and
Paint Departments

A. E. HOOD,
OAKS,

PA.

Dealer in the Best Grades of
I Invite all former patrons to continue their
patronage Änd earnestly solicit new ones to
glVe me a trial.

H O R S E S H O E IN G

Lehigh and Schuylkill

- G

O

A

L

Carriage and Wagon Work.
Repairing in All Its Branches.
t?/*
i
n
, j

E.

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

T R U S T

S -a f b D e p o s i t
COMPANY

AET YOtJK Poeterà Printed at

*hc ^dependent om*«.

\

A Very Important Matter

NORRISTOWN, PA.

What Money You Need
To Buy a Home

Ìr rò

Tlie Montpiery Tmt Coniai;
11« WEST MAIN STREET,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

as well as for New Mexico and Arizo
na. Gharnovka is being grown this
season by the New Mexico agricultural
experiment station and so far gives
promise of excellent results.
Arnoutka wheat is apparently not
grown to so great an extent as Ghar
novka, but it is nevertheless one of the
best varieties of south Russia. So far
as the writer mentioned can determine
what is properly called Arnautka is a
wheat having heads of a light red col
or, with a bluish bloom and very long
reddish beards. Tbe grains are very
large and long and when grown under
favorable conditions are a clear yellow,
extremely hard and vitreous. This and
Gharnovka are the two varieties which
have given Russia its reputation for
macaroni wheats, although one or two
Russian sorts are probably even better
than these for marketing th at product.
Mr. Carleton has so far seen nothing
but the grain Of tbe variety now grown
considerably by the farmers of North
and South Dakota under the name Ar
nautka and cannot say whether it is
the same as th at described above or
not. This variety is well adapted for
cultivation in Kansas, Colorado, Okla
homa and Texas.

The
Roberts

A g r ic u l t u r a l N o te ..

P r a c t ic a l Seed

Granite W orks.

I Monuments and Headstones. Ornamental Railings. |
jji
To enumerate all tbe different classes of work I handle would require too-.
£ much space ; let It be sufficient to REMIND YOU that your orders for ANY
| THING In the MONUMENT LINE from a MARKER to the LARGEST VAULT
| or MAUSOLEUM will receive the most careful and intelligent consideration.
C
PRICES QUOTED ON ANY KIND OF WORK.
Í.-+.
f+ •:

T H E OLD ST A N D I w “ Established

BAKERY

1875.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

Company

FIRST-CLASS

Choice Bread

Under its new management
would announce to the
public

THAT PRICES
Have been GREATLY
REDUCED in all machine
work and supplies, and
that

EVERY EFFORT

22jm

-S5REMOVAL
•a NOTICE

Light-Running HighGrade

Sewing1Machines

Both for Family and Manufac
turing purpose's, has made more
room an absolute necessity; not
being able to secure suitable
quarters on Chestnut Street,
EVERY ORDER
(where we have been for nearly
half a century,) we have re
Large or small, will be moved to our NEW SPACIOUS
fully appreciated and must 5-STORY BUILDING
be filled to the entire
satisfaction of the cus A larger store and more central
location, where we shall be glad
tomer.
to welcome you.

930 MARKET STREET

Tb^ler&Wlioi MannfactunaiCo.

930 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
Over 5000 Square Feet moae room than
formerly.
If

C o l l e g e v il l e , P a .

Furniture
Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

COLLEGEV ILLE

Furniture Warerooms!

WINDMILLS

5-2.

Who has had years of experience In bak
eries of first grade. All kinds' of plain and
fancy cakes on hand or supplied on special
orders.
ICE CREAM arid WATER ICES in sea
son.
Every effort will _be made to please
customers. Patronage solicited.
no29

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

The Increasing Demand for Our

COMPANY,

Baked by the Proprietor
himself,

JOHN H. CU STER,

PUMPS AND

THE ROBERTS MACHINE

CAKES

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on band. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

Given to orders for all
kinds of plumbing and
pipe fitting.. Promptness,
first - class material and
workmanship guaranteed.

Furnished and Repaired.
Get our prices before mak
ing your selections.
[¡¡¿gir All kinds of ma
chinery repaired.

— AND—

Cakes

SPECIAL ATTENTION

T e s t in g .

BREAD

AND

Will be put forth to give
our patrons the best possi
ble service on a SMALL
M ARGIN of PROFIT.

r

Blackey# and Whippoorwill cowpeas
were tested at the Cornell station.
There seems little to choose between
them. Blackeye appears not quite as
vigorous a grower ¡as Whippoorwill.
Rolling clover seeded ground may
prove an excellent aid to prompt ger
mination.
Persian officials say they need agri
cultural implements of the American
kind.
Exports of apples from the United
States during 1901 amounted to 599,006
barrels, valued a t $1,761,394, against
740,575 barrels In the preceding year,
valued at $1,821,562.
A Connecticut tobacco grower says
th at Sumatra grown under cloth In
New England had 20 per cent less
weight of stems in a hundred pounds
than the real Sumatra.

i}V i

ROYERSFORD, PA.
B. H. BR EIH O F, Proprietor.
(Formerly H. E. Brrndt.)

Machine

M a p le Sagrar a n d S trap ,

Geauga county produces more maple
sirup per square mile than any county
In Ohio. Vermont also has a large out
put. Vermont suffers from vast quan
tities of bogus sirup manufacture)! in
cities and flavored with cheap maple
sugar and sold all over tbe west and
labeled “Purè Vermont Maple Sirup."
So called “Pure Ohio Maple” is on sale
over the west and east and indeed in
cities in Ohio.—Ohio Parmer.

ENTERPRISE

Marble

get it here. Pay It back to suit
your convenience. Costs nothing
to consult ns.

The method of testing seeds between
plates and layers of moistened flannel,
the whole being kept in a warm place,
is familiar to nearly every one. A. S.
Hitchcock says in Gardening as to the
time required for seeds to germinate:
Some seeds will commence to germi
nate by the third day. Each day an ex
amination should be made, and those
seeds which have germinated should
Be recorded and removed.
Grass seeds require as much as three
weeks, and seeds of some trees a still
We promptly obtain U, S. and Foreign
longer time. Beet balls contain from
three to seven seeds. With very small
seed It may be necessary to provide for
the circulation of air by placing small
pieces of wood between the layers of
Send model, sketch or photo of invention for 4 cloth among the seeds. With most va
freereport on patentability. For free book i rieties of garden plants the majority
: Howto Secure1
of seeds should germinate within a
[ Patents and
few days after the first sprout appears.
If the period of germination extends
over a longer time, it shows th at the
vitality of the seed is low. Seeds of the
carrot family and some melon seeds
'P p o s ite U. S. Patent Office < may not show as high results In the
germinating dishes as they do in the
W ASHINGTON D. C.
ground.
__ ;__ J____ ______

TRADE-MARKS

FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ
ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, &e.

a . Grater, Proprietor. 117

Great Slaughter In Prices I—
Foi
the-next 80 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness In tbe next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else In
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brashes, etc.
Also a lot of cbolce grade Cigars. Bo>
trade a specialty.
W . E. JOHNSON,
PfcOVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

PATENTS

-

By a First-elass Mechanic.

Continued and special attention to Mew

The Norristown Trust Company

GHABXOVKA WHEAT AT NEW MEXICO STA
TION.

T h e W in t e r W h e a t C o n d itio n .

At Stroud’s Railroad House,

All macaroni wheats are extremely
sensitive to changes of soil and cli
mate. This will account for certain
peculiarities In the quality of the grain
that have already been noticed by
growers occasionally in this country.
Grains partially soft and white are
from crops grown either under damp
er, cooler conditions or in places where
there Is comparatively little nitrogen
in the soil. The requisite conditions for
a perfect grain are a black prairie soil
and short, hot, dry summers. On the
whole changes of climate appear to
power is gained. This means that more work can be
have a greater effect than changes of
done
in a given ym e or tbe power can be set at lower
soil, but if the soil becomes almost be
elevation than any other and do tbe same work.
reft of humus the grain shows the efHeebner Horse Powers and Heebner Threshers not
■fect plainly by becoming more opaque
only do the best work, and more work than other
and white because of the preponder
make, but are stronger and more lasting. Hqpbne’r
ance of starch. If in this case the cli
mate . is a t the same time arid, the
machines when offered at public sale bring higher
grain remains rather hard, but simply
prices than those of other make.
because of its dryness. If the soil is
black and rich and the climate too
moist, there is considerable discolora
HEEBNER & SONS,
Lansdale, Pa., 13. S. A.
tion. and black ends may show them
selves. Two or three good rains are
sufficient to mature a crop. Otherwise
the drier and hotter the better, while a Completely Equipped
humid atmosphere can not be tolerated.
— AND —
From fifty to seventy-five so chlled
a capital of ................ ............. .......... ............. .....................................*
qqq
Long Established, ItIt has
varieties of durum or macaroni wheats
has
surplus'
and undivided profits over........ ............ !!! •*’’’|
£ ’ *V*' 150 000
have been described by different w rit
It has deposits and trusts over...............................................2 000*000
THE ALBERTSON
ers. There are probably a hundred or
Assets in the Banking Department more th a n .......................................... !!!!*.!! 1750*000
more varieties already known to be in
In addition it holds for various clients titles to real estate In Montgomery county ’ ’
use under distinct names. Though the
ato v er----................ .................................. ........................................ .
500,000
It has under its control in its various departments assets upwards of THREE
larger number of varieties are In prac
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.
tical use of minor importance, there
IT HAS OVER FIVE THOUSAND DEPOSITORS.
---- AND—are, a few having well marked charac
It can serve you in any capacity.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
teristics and which have attained a
high reputation.
__________ Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
The variety which is the basis of a
very large part of the macaroni wheat
export from the Azov sea region is the
Gharnovka. The wheat itself has a
---- OF---medium long, square, dense, yellowish
white head, while the beards are dark
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
and very long. The grain is quite large,
done and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat
light yellow in color and rather trans
Continues to solicit the business
lucent and vitreous. There are several
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
of responsible people, promis
different strains even of the Gharnov
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
ka recognized in the Don territory.
ing all of tbe courtesies that are
Probably the best of these is the Yel
usually extended by an obliging
Yon will find it at
low Gharnovka, which has a grain of a
and carefully conducted bank
deeper yellow than the others. Both
ing bouse.
Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
the Gharnovka and Yellow Gharnovka James B. Holland, President.
have recently been obtained and distrib
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect
uted by the department of agriculture, Samuel E. Syce, Vice President
We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
and
Trust
O
fficer.
according to Cereallst M. A. Oarleton,
from whose report on macaroni wheats Clement J. Cralt, Secretary and
Respectfully,
Treasurer.
these facts are learned. This wheat is
F. J. CLAMER.
admirably adapted to such districts as
EMIL KLA.USFELDER, Manager.
Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma and east
ern Colorado. It will probably prove to
be one of the best durum wheats for 1
i+ â
the middle and southern great plains

,

Standing water is a great absorbent
of heat. If no provision is made to
drain it away, it must be evaporated
away. Thereby heat Is lost. The soil
is cold. A great many barrels of water
can be standing on an acre of ground
and not attract much attention.

A D R I A N

Tbe very best
f a r m e r s in t b e
United States, or
to be found any
where in all the
civilized world, are
tb e Pennsylvania
farmers. Tbe best
thresher for indi>
vidual farm use i6[
tbe Pennsylvania^
in the illustration.
This little machine
is now in use in
Europe, Asia and
Africa; M e x i c o ,
South America and
Australia. It does
honor to the peo
ple for whom it
was n a m e d , and
there is nothing in
the line of a farm machine that surpasses it in popu
larity. It is strong, durable, very light running,
threshes perfectly clean, cleans tbe grain ready for
market, and will thresh everything that grows—from
timothy seed to sorgbum. The horse power shown in
the illustration is one of four styles we are offering
our customers.
We are now making powers with
ROLLER BEARINGS, and these give us an advant
age over all our competitors. Fully 20 per cent, in

you have anything to

sell, advertise it in the Independent.

We are now prepared, to offer
onr customers goods at prices
never before heard ofi
Our line of Chamber 8utts, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best In the
market, and are well worth inspection.
Pari r Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucber, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fall to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets..
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets Is complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order..
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while it ick is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

m F U R N IS H IN G S

Undertaker ** Embalmer

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention

John Zi. B ech tel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’P fone No. 18.

N

orristown hebald booh

BINDERY* Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank,
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing don. '
in.MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor

